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ABSTRACT
Conducting polymers have in the past been plagued by either poor
environmental or poor thermal stability. Indeed, m a n y of the
applications envisioned for these materials require a high level of
conductivity, thermal and environmental stability. In all these
applications, the long-term stability of the polymer determines the
limits of its use. This stability is then assessed in terms of the property
of interest, such as: conductivity, electroactivity, chemical or
mechanical properties.
The present work is concerned with thermal studies based on
polypyrrole and polyaniline conducting polymers. The effect of
exposing conducting polymerss to elevated temperatures on the
electroactivity and conductivity of the polymers has been considered.
Polypyrrole conducting polymers were prepared as coated electrodes
or free standing films, then the effect of thermal treatment on the
electrochemical or electrical conductivity was investigated in different
media. It was found that the redox properties and conductivity could be
improved with mild heating but degraded at higher temperatures.

In all cases, it was found that the nature of the dopant plays the grea
role in determining the stability of Polypyrrole conducting polymers at
elevated temperatures.
In the application part of this project polypyrrole films were prepared
as free standing films or m e m b r a n e s . T h e effect of solution
temperature on the transport properies of these polymers which are
based on their unique electrochemical properties w a s investigated. It
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was found that PPy membranes doped with small mobile counterions
show higher transport of ions at low temperatures. B y contrast, the
PPy membranes doped with immobile counterion showed higher flux
at elevated solution temperatures.
Cyclic voltammetry, quartz crystal microbalance, and resistometry
techniques, have been employed to study the effect of solution
temperature on the properties of polypyrrole films.
It was also found that dry state thermal treatment of polypyrrole
membranes under appropriate conditions, in spite of improving the
conductivity or electroactivity, did not result any improvement in the
transport properties of the polypyrrole membranes.
Polyaniline films were also coated on electrodes by chemical and
electrochemical means in order to investigate the thermal stability of
the electroactivity in air and nitrogen atmospheres. Polyaniline was
also synthesised chemically and cast as a membrane. It was found that
the electroactivity and conductivity of the films was stable up to
1 5 0 ° C . Exposure to higher temperatures leads to a decrease in
electroactivity and conductivity, although use of a nitrogen atmosphere
has less effect on the properties than air.
It was found that the electrochemical cell developed in our research
laboratory for transport studies can be easily used for in-situ
characterisation of conducting polymer membranes. Using this cell setup, allows a wide range of electrochemical techniques to be used for
characterisation of conducting polymers that can be prepared as free
standing films.
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ABBREVIATIONS
A-

Anion

AA

Atomic Absorption

Ag/AgCI

Silver/silver chloride reference electrode

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

BAS

Bio-Analytical Systems

BS

Benzene sulfonic acid(sodium salt)

c-

Counterion

°C

Degree Celsius

CA

Chronoamperogram

cm

Centimetre

CP

Chronopotentiogram

CV

Cyclic Voltammetry

CR

Cyclic Resistometry

DS

Dodecylsulfate

DBS

Dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid(sodium salt)

E

Potential

Eapp

Applied potential

EC

Electrochemical

Ef

Final potential

Egr

Potential of growth

Ep

peak potential

Epa

anodic peak potential

Epc

Cathodic peak potential

X
EQCM

Electrochemical quartz crystal micro balance

F

Oscillation frequency of a quartz crystal electrode

AF

Frequency changes

GC

Gas Chromatography

Hz

Hertz

i

Current

HBS

Sodium hydroxy benzene sulfonate

HPTS

p-toluene sulfonic acid

ip

Peak current

ipa

Anodic peak current

ipc

Cathodic peak current

iR

Ohmic drop

M

+

Cation

min

Minute

mV

Millivolt

Am

Mass changes

n

number of electron

NDS

1,5-Naphthalenedisulfonicacid

NMP

1 -methyl-2-pyrrolidinone

PAn

Polyaniline

PAn/Cl

Polyaniline chloride

PE

Polyelectrolyte

Pox

Oxidation peak

Pred.

Reduction peak

PPy

Polypyrrole

PPy/Cl

Polypyrrole chloride

PPy/NDS

Polypyrrole naphthalenedisulfonate

PPy/PTS

Polypyrrole p-toluenesulfonate

PPy/PVS

Polypyrrole polyvinylsulfonate

PPy/HBS

Polypyrrole p-hydroxy toluenesulfonate

PPy/SBA

Polypyrrole p-sulfobenzoic acid

PTS

p-toluene sulfonic acid(sodium salt)

PVS

Polyvinylsulfonic acid(sodium salt)

PSM

Potentiostatic method

Q

Charge

RVC

Reticulated vitreous carbon

SE

Small electrolyte anion

DS

Sodium dodecyl sulfate

sec

Second

a

Conductivity (S/cm)

S/cm

Siemens per centimeter

SEM

Scanning electron micrograph
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1 CONDUCTING POLYMERS - GENERAL
The demand for electrically conducting polymers as used in the
electronics industry has in the past(l) been met by using high loadings of
conductive powders such as silver, gold and graphite (sometime as high
as 8 0 % by weight) with the polymer matrix. There are, however, a
number of disadvantages to this approach, including high cost and
deterioration in other properties of the polymer. Consequently,
inherently conducting polymers have attracted a great deal of attention
in recent years and this is currently one of the most active areas of
research in polymer science and engineering.
Intrinsically conducting organic polymers such as polyaniline,
polypyrrole and polythiophene have been studied intensively during the
last decade due to their high electrical conductivity, good environmental
stability.

Potential technological applications in electronic and

electrochromic devices(2"4), such as counterelectrode in electrolytic
capacitors(5)' sensors(6_8)> chromatographic stationary phases(9), lightweight batteries(10\ electromagnetic irradiation shielding^ 1 ) have
attracted a great deal of attentions in recent years and this is currently
one of the most active areas of research in polymer science and
engineering at present.
Electroactive, conductive polymer films can be generated on electrode
surfaces by the oxidation of aromatic compounds such as benzene, and

1
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heterocycles. The oxidation potential of some heterocyclic monomers
are also summarised in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Oxidation potentials of some heterocyclic monomers(12):
Compound

Pyrrole

Formula

j)

E (V/SCE)
+0.80

\
N
I
H

+1.60
Thiophene

ff

\

o

Furan

+1.85

As Table 1.1 shows the oxidation potential is lower for pyrrole (0.8V)
than other heterocyclic monomers. This is also lower than the oxidation
potential of water. Consequently, PPy is readily synthesised from a
range of aqueous and non-aqueous solvents(13). In fact, PPy is one of
the few electronically conducting polymers that can be prepared in
aqueous solutions (14)- Polyaniline should be synthesised from acidic
aqueous media, while polythiophene must be grown from organic
solvents in which the monomer is soluble. Chemical structures of some
conducting polymers are shown in Figure 1.1.

H

n 5 n s
\Y

%_^NH~Q-

H

( J

Polypyrrole

Polyaniline

Figure 1.1 Chemical structure of some polymers which become
electrically conducting after doping. An important feature is the
extended domain of conjugated double bonds.
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1.1 Polypyrrole Conducting Polymers (PPy)
A m o n g the conducting polymers known to date, those based upon
polypyrrole have attracted special interest because of their high
conductivity, of preparation, their stability and good mechanical
properties. Polypyrrole (PPy) and a wide range of its derivatives m a y be
prepared by simple chemicaK 15-18 ) or electrochemical13'14'19) methods.
1.1.1 Chemical Preparation of polypyrrole conducting polymers
Compared with electropolymerisation, chemical polymerisation is a
simple and fast process with no need for special instruments. Bulk
quantities of polypyrrole (PPy) can be obtained as fine powders using
oxidative polymerisation of the m o n o m e r by chemical oxidants in
aqueous or non-aqueous solventst15-17-20) or by chemical vapour
deposition^8). However, the use of chemical polymerisation limits the
range of conducting polymers that can be produced since only a limited
number of counterions can be incorporated.
The chemical polymerisation of pyrrole appears to be a general and
useful tool for the preparation of conductive composites(21'22) and
dispersed particles in aqueous media(23>24). Iron(ni) chloride has been
found to be the best chemical oxidant and water is the best solvent for
chemical polymerisation with respect to desirable conductivity
characteristics^1). The overall stoichiometry resulting from chemical
polymerisation of PPy with ferric chloride oxidant can be shown as(15):

4
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0
" (/^ +2.33nFeCl3^^ J C ^33C1
H

jn

+ 2.33nFeCl 2 + 2 n H C l

(LI)

The optimum initial mole ratio of Fe(III)/Pyrrole for polymerisation by
aqueous iron(III) chloride solution at 19°C has been found to be 2.25 or
2.33(20,25).
During chemical polymerisation of pyrrole, electroneutrality of the
polymer matrix is maintained by incorporation of anions from the
reaction solution. These counterions are usually the anion of the
chemical oxidant or reduced product of oxidant. For example, w h e n
FeCl3 or Cl2 are used as oxidants, Cl" ion is incorporated as counterion
or w h e n 12 is used as oxidant, I3- ions are incorporated into the polymer
matrix.
It has been found that factors such as solvent, reaction temperature,
time, nature and concentration of the oxidising agent, affect the
oxidation potential of the solution. These in turns influence the final
conductivity of the chemically synthesised polypyrrole^5>16X Elemental
analysis data has shown( 25 ) that the composition of polypyrrole prepared
chemically is almost identical with that electrochemically prepared.
1.1.2 Preparation of polypyrrole electrochemically
The electrochemical approach for making electroactive/conductive films
is very versatile and provides a facile way to vary the film properties by
simply varying the electolysis conditions (e.g. electrode potential,
current density, solvent, electrolyte) in a controlled way( 26 ' 27 )- O r the
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variations in the properties of polymer can be m a d e in the selection of
the m o n o m e r or the electrolyte(35). Furthermore, the electrosynthesis
allows easy control of the thickness of the polymers.
In the electrochemical method the polymer is synthesised directly in its
oxidised and doped state. It can be removed in either its conducting or
insulating form. The m o n o m e r isfirstdissolved in a salt solution (where
the electrolyte is highly dissociated and which is slightly acidic) with
low nucleophilicity and solution resistance. Application of a suitable
potential (E > 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCI) initiates the polymerisation reaction.
The oxidation potential used can be easily controlled and therefore the
quality of the polymer can be optimised. Also because of the good
solubility of pyrrole m o n o m e r in a wide range of solvents, pyrrole is
easily electropolymerised in both aqueous( 28 ) and non-aqueous
solvents(27'29)The polymerisation reaction is very complicated and the mechanism of
electropolymerisation is still not fully understood. The generally
accepted mechanism(26,27,30,31) is that in the first step the neutral
m o n o m e r is oxidised to a radical cation [Fig 1.2a] followed by
aromatisation and oxidation of the dimer [Fig 1.2c]. A s the dimer, on
account of its greater conjugation, is more easily oxidised than the
m o n o m e r under the given experimental conditions, it is immediately
reoxidised to the cation. Since the polymerisation reaction proceeds only
w h e n the potential is sufficiently high to oxidise the m o n o m e r [Fig
1.2b], the coupling reaction must involve the coupling of two radical
cations [Fig. 1.2c,e].
Although most of their pyrrole units are linked at the ct-a (or 2,5)
positions, a significant number of the units are coupled through the a - p
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and |J-p cross linkages(32). The less desirable 3,4 or 2,3 coupling
contributes to the formation of soluble oligomers and reduces the
conjugation length and lowers the conductivity^3). Chain growth is
accompanied by the addition of new cations of the monomelic pyrrole
to the already charged oligomers [Fig 1.2e], The resulting polymer is
produced in the oxidised state with incorporation of counterions and
0.25 to 0.33 cation centres per pyrrole unit depending on the electrolyte
anion used(31) [Fig. 1.2fj. The final step shows that there is some
reaction with moisture to produce the oxygenated material [Fig 1.2g].
The mechanism of electropolymerisation of polypyrrole been generally
agreed upon by m a n y investigators^3'30-31) and is summarised in
Figure 1.2.

7
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Figure 1.2 The accepted mechanism for polymerisation
or other heterocyclic m o n o m e r s ^ ) .

of polypyrrole
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Chain segments of oc-linked units extend 20-50 repeat units (in the case
of monovalent anions)) before an ct-(3 linkage or conjugation block is
encountered(34).
Recognising that the polymerisation reaction proceeds via radical cation
intermediates, it is clear that the reaction will be sensitive to the
nucleophilicity of the environment in the region near the electrode
surface^,34)The radical cations formed during the electropolymerisation process
would quickly react with strong nucleophiles thereby preventing the
growth of polymer( 34 ). This places some limitations on the choice of
solvent and electrolyte. For this reason, many of the reported studies
have used aprotic solvents, which are poor nucleophiles, although a
wide variety of other aprotic solvents have also been used(33). Solvents
like dimethyl sulphoxide ( D M S O ) , dimethyl formamide ( D M F ) , H M P T ,
and pyridine prevent anodic electropolymerisation of pyrrole m o n o m e r
unless the p H of solution is lowered(34). In considering the effect of
solvent, it has been found that traces of water in organic solvents (e.g.
C H 3 C N ) have a substantial influence on the polymerisation process and
the structure of the films prepared(27>35). The mechanical properties of
PPy films is also improved when the electropolymerisation is carried out
in the presence of slight amount of water (e.g. 1 % ) .
PPy films can be electropolymerised on a wide range of metal
electrodes. Glassy carbon, platinum (Pt) and gold (Au) are mostly used.
However, Indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass, Titanium (Ti),
Aluminium (Al), mild steel, and brass, mercury, tin-oxide and silver
have also been tried(36'37). In comparison with Pt electrode the
oxidation potential of pyrrole is increased and current density reduced

9
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when Ti, Fe, or Al are used. This is a consequence of metal-oxide film
formation

which

impedes

electron

transfer

during

electropolymerisation(37). Metals such as silver or aluminum, which
oxidise more readily than the pyrrole monomer, would obviously not be
a good choice.
Preparation of conducting polymers electrochemically is a complex
process and the yield and quality of the resulting polymer films is
affected by various factors. T h e nature and concentration of
monomer/electrolyte, cell conditions, the solvent, electrode, applied
potential and temperature, p H all have a strong effect on the electrooxidation reaction and the quality of the film(26'34-39). It is therefore not
easy to optimise all parameters in one experiment. A m o n g these
different parameters, the counterion plays the most important role.
The overall electropolymerisation of polypyrrole can simply be shown
as:

H u n
M

(1.2)

where A " is the counterion incorporated during polymerisation. The
charged polymer must contain anion to give charge balance and the
formation of the PPy film in the oxidised state requires anion as well as
electrons to move through the film(41).
The electrogenerated polymer may be deposited as a continuous film on
the surface of the electrode in a solvent in which the polymer is
insoluble.

10
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The value of n has been determined^ 3 ) to be between 2.2 and 2.4. The
level of oxidation of ppy is 0.25-0.32 per pyrrole unit, depending on the
type and the charge of the incorporated anion(40), corresponding to one
anion for every 3-4 pyrrole units in order to achieve electroneutrality,
and this makes up 30-40% of the final weight of the polymer(13>43).
The number "n"can however vary with charge of the anion. In the cases
which the counterion is coupled directly to the monomer (self-doping),
there is one counterion for every m o n o m e r unit(43X

(a)

CIO,
(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3 Chemical structure of: a) Undoped or neutral PPy (b)
Doped polymeii PPy/Cl04), (c) A self doped PPy
The properties of the films produced and also the detailed mechanism of
their formation are a function of the conditions used for the synthesis,

11
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e.g. potential, charge, p H , anion( 41 " 43 ) The anion incorporated into the
polymer (counterion) during synthesis has the greatest influence on the
general properties of the polymer and the thermal stability(35X T h e
effect of the counterion or anion(s) of the electrolyte used for
electropolymerisation on the properties of the polymer has been widely
discussed in the literature(35'45-47)- The as-formed polymers are
molecular composites containing a cationic polymer backbone, with
accompanying " dopant" anions for maintenance of charge neutrality.
During electrochemical synthesis, as a result of simultaneous oxidation
and polymerisation of the pyrrole monomer, the conducting form of the
polymer with a delocalized positive charge on the K electron system is
formed. Anions from the electrolyte solution in which the m o n o m e r has
dissolved are incorporated into the polymer in order to achieve
electroneutrality. T h e counterions used as supporting electrolytes in
electropolymerisation should be very soluble in the m o n o m e r solution,
chemically inert (toward the solvent or electrodes), electrochemically
stable at the potential of m o n o m e r oxidation or reduction potential at the
cathode. Easily oxidisable anions with a lower oxidation potential than
the

monomer,

such

as iodide

or bromide, decrease the

electropolymerisation efficiency or reduce the selectivity for film
formation(29).
The dopant is not necessarily the adopted supporting electrolyte anion,
as other negatively-charged molecules, even with m u c h larger size, can
be incorporated into PPy matrix as dopant subsequently(48). In addition,
the use of an aqueous deposition m e d i u m would also offer considerably
larger selection of supporting electrolyte anions. For example

5 0009 03143388 6
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polyelectrolytes (eg. P V S ) are readily available as water-soluble salts or
free acids, but are not easily converted to acetonitrile-soluble materials.
Electron donor substituents in the counterions, will also prevent
polymerisation while electron withdrawal groups will encourage
polymerisation. Nature, size, geometry, charge, electronic and steric
structure of counterion, deposition conditions, substrate, solvent 35 ' 45_
5

°), are all important in determining the properties of the synthesised

film
The degree of molecular or structural anisotropy is enhanced through the
use of highly planar counterions. Scanning electron microscopy, X-ray
diffraction and T E M results have shown that the dopant anion also has a
profound influence on the morphology of electrodeposited conducting
polymers( 35 ' 47 ). For instance, polypyrrole synthesised in the presence of
substituted benzenesulfonates and long-chain n-alkyl sulfonate/sulfate
dopants appear to have the highest order(47).
It has also been found that the preparation method also affects the
properties of the produced films. For example the use of a pulsed
potential technique in the growth of P P y films leads to an enhancements
in electrical conductivity, molecular anisotropy and surface smoothness
as compared to equivalent films synthesised by constant potential
mode(50).
The electrical conductivity and mechanical properties and the surface
morphology of the produced polypyrrole films are also affected by
synthesis temperature( 53 -57). Polypyrrole synthesised at lower
temperature exhibits longer conjugation length, structural order, fewer
structural defects, and higher conductivity.
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1.1.13

Electrical Conductivity in polypyrrole CEP's

The electrical conductivity of PPy conductive polymers is one of the
most important properties for analytical applications. PPy is a
conducting polymer which has a non-degenerate conduction band in the
ground state where the polarons and bipolarons are the dominant charge
carriers in these polymeric conductors, although the mechanism of
conduction in PPy has not been yet conclusively established because of
the persistent structural disorder of the polymer(58).
The most widely accepted view of conductivity in these systems
involves charge transport along the polymer chains, as well as hopping
of carriers(59-60) (holes, bipolarons, etc.). Electrically conducting
polymers are semiconductors with a filled valence band and an empty
conduction band. These bands are separated by an energy gap. Doping
of these polymers creates n e w bands in the energy gap, making it
possible for the electrons to m o v e to these new bands and increasing the
conductivity of the materials(61). In the reduced (undoped) form, PPy
conducting polymers are insulators.
Bipolarons (radical-cations) play a major role in the electronic and
transport properties of conducting polymers. The bipolaron model has
been shown to provide a coherent and unified picture of the properties of
doped conducting polymers and the possibility of a small band gap has
been pointed out(59). The positive charges created on the polymer
backbone (commonly termed polarons) are the charge carriers for the
electrical conduction. Their transport occurs via mobility along
segments of conjugated polymer chain and the hopping of charges from
chain to chain. The number of these charges contained in a material and
their relative mobility controls the bulk electrical conductivity. A
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counterion (in this case an anion, typically termed a dopant anion)
stabilises the charge on the polymer but is not very mobile within the
dry material. Thus these polymers are truly electronic and not ionic
conductors!61).
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Bipolaron
Figure 1.5 Proposed structures for polarons and bipolarons
The electrical conductivity of PPy is the product of two important
factors, the number of carriers (e" or holes) and charge carrier mobility.
Higher mobilities will occur with more crystalline, better oriented,
defect free materials. Increasing the doping level will increase the
density of charge carriers. The conductivity decreases with falling
temperature just like that of semiconductors. In contrast, the
conductivities of typical metals, like silver, increase with falling
temperature(61).
The electrical conductivity of the PPy films are strongly influenced by
the preparation conditions such as the nature/concentration of electrolyte
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or counterion! 46 ' 49 ), doping level!62) current density!63), synthesis
temperature!63'64) and solvent!65). It has been indicated!46) that highly
conducting PPy films with an electrical conductivity higher than 500
S/cm have been prepared with the electrochemical method by selecting
suitable polymerisation conditions.
Detailed investigations of conducting polymers show that many of the
chemical and physical properties are influenced by the microscopic
structure. This varies depending on the dopant anion, current density and
synthesis temperature!51). It has also been previously reported that with
increasing current density, the surface of the polymer becomes rough
which leads to inaccurate values for the film thickness!49). A decrease in
conductivity at high current densities (high anodic potential) can also be
caused by the reaction of nucleophiles, like H 2 O and/or O H " with the
polymer backbone. This interrupts the conjugated structure and lowers
the intrinsic conductivity of the polymer! 49 ).
It has already been found!62) that the electrical conductivity and
mechanical properties are also strongly influenced by the molecular
structures of the dopant and the doping level. That is, the doped PPy
film has high mechanical strength and conductivity, but its strength or
conductivity decreases remarkably after undoping! 62 ).
Munstedt et al.!66"67) have reported that by a treatment of PPy with
N a O H solution the conductivity of all PPys drops with time. This effect
can be reversed if the sample is treated with HCI. This m a y be due to the
stabilisation of charge carriers! polarons or bipolarons). The doped PPy
chain undergoes a deprotonation process in aqueous basic media (with
p K a in the range 9-11), which causes a profound change in its electronic
structure (probably the formation of quinoid structure)!68] leading to de-
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doping and a low conductivity of IO"-5 S/cm k n o w n as chemical
compensation.
It has been shown that after exposure to sulphuric acid solution, the PPy
films shrank, became hard, somewhat brittle and weaker. Sodium
hydroxide, treatment also cased severe embrittlement of the
films!64).Scanning electron microscopy ( S E M ) investigations of PPy
have also showed that the surface morphology of the PPy changes with
base or acid treatment!68).
1.1.1.4

Electroactivity of P P y conducting polymer

The electroactive behaviour of the film is unique because it is an
example of a redox polymer reaction which is accompanied by a change
in the electrical properties of the film from an insulator to an electrical
conductor involving both electron and ion transport within the
film!69'73).
O w i n g to the high conductivity and thermal stability of PPy the
conducting polymer, the electroactive nature or the switching properties
of PPy have been utilised as the basis of most proposed applications
such as sensors, separation devices and rechargeable batteries.
Reduction-oxidation processess in polypyrrole conducting polymers
involves mass and resistance changes as well as electron transitions, and
this makes these materials very different from other redox systems in
electrochemistry in which only electrons are involved during reduction
and oxidation processess.
Oxidation of pyrrole yields a charged polymer film with incorporated
anions. During the following reduction, electroneutrality can be
maintained either by expulsion of these anions or be incorporation of
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cations!^!)). The pyrrole units have positive charges, which are balanced
by anions. W h e n a sufficient negative potential is applied to the
polymer, the anions are expelled (undoping), thus reducing it to the
neutral state. Conversely, w h e n a positive potential is applied to oxidise
the neutral film the anions are taken up (doping).
The counterion can be released, e.g. by applying a negative potential.
Release can be specifically controlled, offering interesting possibilities
for active counterions of medical significance that can be incorporated
into p p y ! 4 3 ' 7 1 ) . The properties or characteristics of the PPy films can
therefore be modified with regard to the nature of its dopant or
counterion!71).
The dopant anions (small size) in the PPy film can be exchanged
relatively easily with electrolyte anions in aqueous solutions during
potential sweeping. The anion exchange processes offer an alternative
chemical route for the preparation of some conductive and anion
specific PPy complexes! 7 ^). However, the anion exchange processes do
not result in any significant alteration of the basic structure of the
polymer! 7 2).
It has also been found that in the case of immobilised polymeric dopants
such as anionic polyelectrolytes!73) or large surfactant anions!74), the
incorporated dopant or counterion is not released during electrochemical
reduction of the polymer and the electroneutrality of the polymer is
conserved by the penetration of the electrolyte cation into the P P y
matrix. Consequently, in contrast to PPy doped with small anions, where
the anions m o v e

during switching, the electrochemistry

of

PPy/polyanion composites involves cation transport. T h e polyanions
become trapped within the polypyrrole matrix due to their large size and,
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perhaps more importantly their entanglement with the polypyrrole chain.
Consequently, this increases the stability and mechanical strength of the
film!73).
A simple diagram for redox behaviour of ppy CEP's is shown below:

Figure 1.6 Proposed model for the redox reactions for PPy/SE (A) and
PPy/PE(B).
The extent to which anions leave during reduction or cations are taken in
depends upon the identity of counterion and the solvent that is used!7576).

The contribution of both processes to the overall charge transport has
been found to depend strongly on the formation potential during
polymerisation. The redox process of PPy formed at +1.0 V vs.
Ag/AgCI is accompanied by a change in mass, which can be interpreted
by simultaneous transport of anions and cations. A lower formation
potential leads to a separation of the charge transport in either an anion
or cation dominated region!70). However, the transport processes which
are necessary for the electrochemical activity of polymer coated
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electrodes are strongly dependent on the morphology of the polymer
matrix and the conditions of film preparation!77)' the nature of
counterion!78-79)' solvent!80-81)' thickness!69); type of the electrode!37;
film conditioning in the solution!79); and the doping anion's solubility in
the solvent and also by the history of electrochemical treatments in
different electrolyte solutions!82).
It has been shown that PPy can be used as a redox electrode in the
potential range where it is conducting. The PPy electrodes should not be
used at potentials more positive than +1.0V due to overoxidation of the
polymer, which would result in irreversible loss of the electrochemical
activity!83). In polypyrrole, anodic overoxidation is an irreversible
intrinsic redox reaction!84) as shown in equation 1.3:
H

H

— H0 O (1.
The conjugation is interrupted and conductivity breaks down; hence the
rechargeability of the polymer is lost!84). Higher electrochemical
capacity of PPy films has been found in non-aqueous solvents under
rigorous exclusion of oxygen and water!85).

Electroactivity of PPy's is also degraded by strong oxidative compound
when exposed to these chemicals!64'86). The electrochemical stability of
PPy conducting polymers is also dependent on the p H of the
solution!84)-
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Environmental stability

Environmental stability is related to the reactivity of the charged
polymer backbone towards oxygen or water. Because of the low
oxidation potential of PPy conducting polymers, the redox reactions of
PPys are more sensitive to the oxygen than those polymers that are more
difficult to oxidise! 13 ' 27 ). T h e P P y conducting polymers, unlike
polythiophenes which are stable in air even in the dedoped state, are less
stable in their reduced or undoped form (PPy 0 ) and autoxidation in the
dedoped state proceeds very fast and irreversibly to produce a dark
film!69'84'87). A progressive redoping by 0 2 occurs due to the value of
the polymer oxidation potential (Eox= -0.3V ) which lies in the same
range as that for the reduction of the 0 2 . Therefore, it is concluded that
the decay of conductivity of PPy CEP's is accelerated in air atmosphere
especially in presence of moisture.
The conductivity of PPy films has been found!52) to increase within the
first few days and then level off T h e increase in conductivity with time
during the first few days is believed to be due to the decrease in
moisture or solvent content of the films on standing. The slight decrease
in conductivity after long storage times is thought to be due to oxygen
attack of the conjugated double-bond system.
The undoped PPy reacts easily with 02, resulting in oxidation of the
polymer and lowering the mechanical strength. In contrast to the
oxidised state, the reduced state of P P y films is unstable to oxygen and
water. F r o m this finding it can be concluded that PPy in its oxidised
state is stable if oxygen and humidity are kept away. This is in contrast
to polyacetylene which is inherently unstable. Oxygen adsorption onto
the surfaces of the polymer and diffusion into the interior are the
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respective rate limiting steps in the incorporation of 0 2 into the closely
cross-linked mesh, blocking conducting pathways!88).
Polypyrrole (PPy) is changed to PPy (A") when dipped in an acidic
aqueous solutions (H+A~) and changed to PPy(OH-) when dipped in an
alkaline or neutral solutions!89). In aqueous media these spontaneous
processes are strongly influenced by the p H of the electrolyte!80).
1.1.6 Thermal stability of polypyrrole conducting polymers
O n e reason for the lack of significant technical use of intrinsic
conducting organic materials is their poor thermal and environmental
stability. M a n y of the applications envisioned for these materials require
a high level of conductivity, thermal and environmental stability!90).

For successful industrial applications of these fascinating new material
in future, their long term stability and thermal resistance are the key
properties that should be considered first!89). Ageing and thermal
stability of PPy conducting polymers have been the focus of some
researchers!90-101).
Because of the lack of solubility of these new polymer materials in most
c o m m o n solvents m a n y of the conventional methods of analysis that
require solubility can not be applied to these materials. This property,
however, m a y be an advantage for technical applications!27). Thermal
studies on conducting polymers not only facilitate a fundamental
understanding of their properties but also assists in the determination of
the limitations and practical applications of these materials!101).
Exposure of conducting polymers to elevated temperatures is known to
induce changes in the molecular structure! 102-103 ). In general it is
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accepted that at higher temperatures dedoping, or at least dopant
degradation, occurs. However, the mechanism of dedoping is not
universally accepted and is most likely dependant on the polymer and
counterion employed as well as the method of polymer preparation used.
Using FTIR, previous workers! 104 ) have shown that gas evolution (C02,
S 0 2 ) from conducting films can occur at elevated temperatures and this
would obviously disrupt the polymer. S 0 2 has been shown to be
evolved at temperatures as low as 100°C. Formation of carbonyl
functional groups on the polymer surface!105) at elevated temperatures
has also been confirmed. Granstrom and Inganas! 106 ) point out the
danger in using conductivity decreases alone to interpret the chemical
changes induced after exposure to elevated temperatures. They suggest
that spectroscopic techniques are m u c h more valuable in this regard.
However, spectroscopy can only be carried out on thin films.
Thermal stability of the conducting polymers is defined with regard to
their desired properties such as electrical conductivity, electrochemical
and chemical or mechanical properties. This m a y be related to the
interaction between the charged polymer backbone and the counterion,
or the thermal stability of the counterion and the charged polymer
itself!"). Another possibility is the tendency for nucleophilic reactions
between the charged polymer backbone and adjacent neutral polymer
chains. While the mechanism of degradation of electrical conductivity in
polyacetylene (and possibly all conducting polymers) when it is exposed
to air involves reaction of the polymer with oxygen to form carbonyl
species and intermolecular crosslinks, the mechanism of degradation of
electrical conductivity when conducting polymers are heated in an inert
atmosphere probably involves a number of reactions!").
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T h e type of counterion! 9 1 ' 9 5 ' 9 6 ' 1 0 0 ) as well as the preparation
conditions, exposure temperature, surrounding atmosphere (e.g.,
oxidative or hydrolytic, inert), and also duration of thermal
treatment! 90 ' 92 ' 96 ' 100 ) play a very important role in determining the
thermal stability of the conductivity in PPy conducting polymers. The
effect of the counterion on the intrinsic and extrinsic stability is more
indirect; the effect of the anion might be to alter the crystallinity of the
polymer/dopant system, the numbers of chemical defects, or extent of
backbone oxidation. All of these m a y affect the reactivity of the
dopant/polymer system to the environment and its thermal stability!95).
There have been a number of studies related to the stability of
polypyrrole conducting polymers. Diaz and Kanazawa! 1 0 7 ) claimed that
these polymers are stable at 100-200°C, depending on the counterion.
Salmuelson and Druy! 9 5 ) also studied the effects of counterion on the
conductivity decay at high temperatures. In general, it is accepted that at
higher temperatures dedoping or at least dopant degradation!95) occurs.
However the mechanism of dedoping is not universally accepted.
It has been found!90'92) that polypyrroles doped with arylsulfonates
exhibit excellent stability in inert atmospheres but are slightly less stable
in the presence of dry or humid air. Polypyrrole samples doped with the
tosylate anion were found to be the more stable than ppy films doped
with longer sidechain substituted benzenesulfonates!90).
Truong et al.!91) have reported that polymers doped with aromatic
anions(p-toluene sulfonate and p-chlorobenzene sulphonate exhibits
better stability than polymers doped with an aliphatic anion (dodecyl
sulphate). They also indicated that the conductivity decay is based on
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diffusion controlled kinetics and the mechanism of conductivity decay
depends on the ageing temperature and thickness of the film!94).
Munstedt!11'92) has found that the conductivity of doped ppy was
unchanged after 200 days at 8 0 ° C in argon but, drops quickly at the
same temperature in air. The rate of conductivity decay in air was
sensitive to the counterion, suggesting that both counterion and oxygen
(or moisture) are implicated in the degradation!87).
Polypyrroles in which the counterion is 4-hydroxyphenyl sulphonic acid
did not undergo any changes in conductivity when exposed to nitrogen
for two months at 140°C. N o change in conductivity was observed when
these polymers were stored in the laboratory for three years at room
temperature and 5 % humidity!43). Polypyrrole is sensitive to moisture
because this leads to leaching of the counterion and thus to a decrease in
conductivity. This can be avoided by using appropriate hydrophobic or
polymeric counterions [e.g., camphor sulphonic acid or poly (styren
sulfonic acid)]!43). Polypyrroles doped with perchlorate as a counterion
are unstable under atmospheric conditions, but can be used as electrodes
in rechargeable batteries!43).

Neoh et al.!97) in their investigation of thermal stabilities of conductin
polypyrrole (PPy)-halogen complexes, obtained via simultaneous
chemical polymerisation and oxidation of pyrrole by bromine (Br2),
iodine (12) or chlorine (Cl2), have found that PPy/l2 shows the highest
thermal stability of the three complexes. PPy/Br2 complex was found to
have the most favourable electrical properties (about 33S/cm) and
electrochemical stability for practical applications!97). PPy/l2 was stable
up to about 184°C and this coincides with the vaporisation temperature
of iodine. The PPy/Br2 complex was thermally stable up to 140°C while
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for PPy/Cl2 the major weight loss commenced at about 135°C. All the
data suggest that the thermal stability of PPy-halogen complexes is
affected by the anion, the s a m e that has been reported for
electrochemically synthesised polypyrrole!97).
Munstedt et al.!67) reported that improvement in stability of electrical
conductivity in PPy lies in the use of different counterions. They have
found that when benzenesulfonic acid, benzenedisulfonic acid, C104",
B F 4 " , or P F 6 " are used as the counterion, PPy doped with
benzenedisulfonic

acid

shows

the

highest

stability.

In

PPy/benzenedisulfonicacid (PPy/BDS) conductivity drops by 5 0 % after
150 days at 140°C.

The corresponding data are 1.4 days for

PPy/benzenesulfonic acid (PPy/BS), 1.4 days for PPy/C104", 15 days
for PPy/BF4", and 1.9 days for PPy/PF6". Munstedt! 66 ) has also
observed that the base and acid treatment improves the thermal ageing
behaviour of the PPy films by assuming a decrease in the permeability
by blocking along the chain of all the sites which could react with
oxygen and water from the air by the O H - anions from the base..
Polypyrroles doped with arylsulfonates were found to exhibit excellent
stability in inert atmospheres but were slightly less stable in the presence
of dry or humid air!90). Polypyrrole samples with tosylate anion were
found to be the most stable, while PPys doped with longer sidechain
substituted benzenesulfonates exhibited poorer stability!90). The main
conclusion of this study was that the polymers doped with shorter side
chains generally exhibit higher stability. Polypyrrole doped with
perchlorate, tetrafluroborate, and hexaflurophosphate lost conductivity
and decomposed at ca.>150°C in air and polymer doped with toluene
sulfonate did not decompose until 280°C(").
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The increase in conductivity under nitrogen after heating some polymer
samples is most likely due to annealing effects which improve the local
ordering within the film!90). Under more hostile conditions (i.e., in dry
air or humid air), however, the PPy suffers losses in conductivity
ranging from 1 0 % to 4 3 % during heat treatment at 120°C. The
difference between the conductivity loss in dry air and humid air seems
to be very small, indicating that oxygen m a y be mostly responsible for
degrading the doped polymer!90). In this report the less conductivity and
thermal stability of PPy samples prepared with the longer alkyl chain
substituted benzenesulfonates in comparison to samples prepared with
tosylate dopant has been attributed to the less dense structures of these
films that makes them more susceptible to be attacked by water and
oxygen!90).
Burford et al.!100) have reported that PPy/PTS films, when aged in air at
elevated temperatures, exhibit a decline in conductivity corresponding to
a first-order decay rate. X P S investigations have shown an increasing
trend in the degree of surface oxidation with respect to time at elevated
temperatures. Oxidation involves interactions between oxygen and
polymer free-radical sites, and degradation follows a free radical
mechanism to produce carbonyl, aldehyde and hydroxyl groups along
the polymer chain. Ageing in an inert or nitrogen environment produces
minimal decline in conductivity and surface oxidation. PPy/BF4 and
PPy/C104 films also degrade by the same mechanism, together with
dopant decomposition and removal.
Diaz and Kanazawa!107) have found that the decay of conductivity of
PPy/PTS films with time in air followedfirst-order kinetics involving
reaction of polymer backbone with air. In contrast, PPy/C104 or
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PPy/BF4 samples showed faster decay and more complex kinetics. It
was suggested that this reflects the presence of a combination of
processes, possibly the simultaneous reaction of the polymer with
oxygen or moisture with the counterion being involved.
A kinetic study of the degradation of the conductivity.of doped
polypyrrole was conducted by Samuelson and Druy! 95 )- m this study,
the degradation of conductivity of PPy/PTS was found to obey firstorder reaction kinetics while various other dopants followed more
complex multiorder kinetics. It was also found that there is another
decay mechanism for conductivity when these polymers are heated in
inert atmospheres. In that case, the degradation of dopant and
subsequent reaction of the products of the degradation of dopant and
polymer backbone results in a loss of PPy/PTS aged in air at elevated
temperatures exhibits a decline in conductivity, corresponding to firstorder decay rates. Ageing in an inert or nitrogen environment produces
minimal decline in electrical conductivity and surface oxidation, while
PPy/C104 and PPy/BF4 films were found to obey multiorder kinetics
accompanied by dopant decomposition and removal! 1 0 0 ). The
mechanisms described for the changes in electrical and structural
properties m a y be attributed to the polymer backbone oxidation through
free radical oxygen insertion and electrolyte dopant degradation!96'100).
It has been reported that the predominant mechanism in conductivity
decay of polypyrroles doped with arylsulfonates will depend on the
ageing temperature and film thickness!94). Therefore any extrapolation
of data from high temperature to low temperature would be
inappropriate.
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T w o different kinetic processes for the degradation of conductivity
depending on the ageing temperature and film thickness have been
proposed. O n e follows first order reaction kinetics, and the other appears
to be a more complex process. The degradation mechanism that follows
first-order kinetics m a y be a chemical reaction of the delocalized
carbonium ion along the polymer backbone with oxygen and water.
Polypyrrole/toluensulfonate is an example of this phenomenon! 100 ).
The other degradation mechanism is most likely a combination of two
or more process. O n e is the reaction of the polymer backbone with the
dopant anion, and the other is the reaction of the polymer backbone with
oxygen or water. It is also possible that the dopant species itself might
undergo thermal degradation and the products of this degradation could
react with the polymer backbone. PPy/C104 or PPy/BF4 when heated in
an inert atmosphere are examples of this degradation mechanism! 95 ). It
has been shown! 108 ) that the conductivity decay of chemically prepared
PPy is determined by a unique diffusion mechanism which is different
from that observed for electrochemically prepared PPy films.
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1.2 Polyaniline conducting polymers
The environmental stability of polyaniline (I - shown below) has seen it
emerge as one of the most potentially useful conducting polymers to
date! 109-111 ).

I = polyaniline = PAn
Polyaniline (PAn) is one of the most important electrically conductive
polymers, because of the inherent combination of high conductivity
(a=l-20 S/cm) and high environmental stability!112). Furthermore, the
superior processibility of P A n (it can be solution processed from Nmethyl pyrorolidone, dimethyl sulfoxide, and concentrated sulphoric
acid to give pure and composite fibers and films) stimulated several
investigations for potential applications of this intrinsically conductive
polymer! 1 1 2 ). However, melt processing is not possible, since the
polymer decomposes at temperatures below its softening or melting
point!113).
Consequently, it has received considerable attention in recent years and
amongst the properties investigated are those related to thermal stability
(114-119). However, given the technological importance of this material
it is surprising that a detailed study has not appeared previously.
In m a n y of the applications of polyanilines eg. in batteries!120'121)
sensors! 122 ' 123 ), chemically modified electrode sensors!124) and p H
sensors! 125 ), membranes for separation!127) and electrochromic
devices! 128-129 )' the application relies on the electroactive switching
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properties of poly anilines. In all of these applications, the long-term
stability of the polymer with regard to the property of interest such as
the electrical conductivity or electroactivity is important.
Polyaniline can be synthesised either chemically!130-133) or
electrochemically in aqueous! 1 3 4 - 1 3 5 ) and non-aqueous! 136 ) solvents.
Oxidative polymerisation of aniline has been widely studied due to the
possibility of technological applications and the unique electrochemical
behaviour. Its excellent chemical stability!113) combined with electrical,
electrochemical and electrochromic properties of polyaniline has m a d e
this polymer potentially attractive for m a n y applications as electronic
material!133). The advantages including easy preparation from aqueous
solution (unlike most conducting polymers), low cost of the m o n o m e r
compared to pyrrole, thiophene and acetylene, and the ability of the
polymer to undergo both redox and protonic exchange. In addition, its
insolubility in the c o m m o n solvents, plus their inherent thermal stability
have m a d e this polymer more attractive!137). Recently, this polymer has
become the subject of intense research by MacDiarmid and coworkers! 138-146 ).
1.2.1 Chemical synthesis of polyaniline
Polyaniline can be synthesised by the oxidative polymerisation of
aniline in aqueous acidic media using a variety of oxidising agents such
as (NH) 4 S20s, K I O 3 and K2Cr207( 1 3 3 ' 1 4 7 ).
For large scale production the chemical method is more convenient
because the scale of products in electrochemical synthesis depends on
the sise of electrode. L o w cost of the reagents and equipments are other
advantages of chemical synthesis.
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Polyaniline synthesised using chemical methods is a powdery material
and the properties of chemically synthesised polyaniline from aqueous
solutions are determined by a wide variety of synthesis parameters, such
as pH, aniline/oxidant ratios, polymerisation temperature and time, type
and concentration of oxidising agents, protonic acids! 133 ' 147-149 ). It has
been reported that the aniline/oxidant ratio has a minor effect on the
electrical conductivity of the polyanilines produced. B y contrast, the
polymer yield was strongly dependent on this ratio.
In general, chemical methods of preparation of conducting polymers
lack the control of reaction conditions which is available with
electrochemical method! 137 ). Polyaniline in its base form (by treatment
with dilute aqueous alkali e.g. 0.1M N H 4 O H ) is insoluble in water and
soluble in several aqueous and non-aqueous solvents such as
concentrated sulphuric acid, aqueous acetic acid (80%v/v) and formic
acid ( 8 8 % v/v), dimethylsulfoxide ( D M S O ) , dimethylformamide
( D M F ) , and 1-methyl 2-pyrrolidinone (NMP)! 1 3 2 ). This permits it to be
solution processed to produce large, flexible, free standing films of the
emeraldine base polymer which can be protonated (doped) with a nonoxidising protonic acid such as H C I to films having conductivities of
-10 S/cm! 143 ). The solubility of polyaniline in sulphuric acid provides a
simple means to process polyaniline into films, fibers, etc. with a
significant degree of crystallinity and conductivity in the range of 20-60
S/cm! 1 1 3 ). Films having a conductivity of ~ 0.5-2.0S/cm can be cast
from a weak acid such as aqueous acetic acid solution!142). O n the basis
of conductivity, and stability of the product, H C I and H 2 S O 4 are the
best dopants for protonation of polyaniline!148)-
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Large flexible films of emeralidine base can be cast from N M P solution
which can be stretched aligned at ~140°C up to 4.5 times their original
length . Conductivities of about 400S/cm with significantly greater
tensile strength (~145MPa) and crystallinity can be obtained upon
doping with HCI after stretching!139).
1.2.2

Electrochemical synthesis of polyaniline

The electrochemical polymerisation of aniline is believed to proceed via
the cation radical according to the following scheme! 15®). It has been
found! 1 37) that the growth mechanism of P A n is autocatalytic. It is not
due to a simple buildup of layers on the surface like PPy.
H
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The oxidation process is accompanied by the insertion of anion to
maintain the charge neutrality.
H
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The process is repeated with two electrons and 2 H + involved in each
addition step to form polyaniline which has been reported to have the
following idealised structure!146).
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(IV)
containing y reduced and (1-y) oxidised repeat groups where the
oxidation state can be defined by the value of (1-y). y can in principle
be varied continuously from one (the completely reduced material), to
zero (the completely oxidised polymer). T h e completely reduced
material (y=l) is called Leucoemeraldine and the completely oxidised
form (y=0) is termed pernigraniline. Intermediate oxidation states where
y= 0.75 and 0.25 are called protoemeraldine and nigraniline!142)- The
true emeraldine oxidation state y=0.5 of polyaniline in which 5 0 % of the
nitrogen atoms are protonated (consists of equal numbers of reduced and
oxidised repeat units) is the most highly conducting (metallic) form of
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the polymer!138). The relative content of the benzoid and quinoid forms
depends on the acid concentration and the degree of oxidation of the
polymer! 150 ).
It can be protonated by aqueous acids with a concomitant increase in
conductivity of almost 10 orders of magnitude (to a m a x i m u m
conductivity of lOl-lO^ S c m - 1 ) , forming a polysemiquinone radical
cation (equation V ) which contains a delocalized half-filled broad
polaron energy band! 141 ).

L \ y
(V)
Of the different oxidation states of polyaniline (shown by equations VI),
the emeraldine salt ( 5 0 % oxidised) is the only electrically conducting
form while all other forms are insulating!144). Each oxidation state as
shown by equation 1.7 can exist in the form of its base or its protonated
form (salt) by treatment of the base with acid!145). These forms m a y be
interconverted at will by chemical and/or electrochemical oxidation or
reduction!144).
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Polyaniline films can be easily synthesised by electrochemical
deposition employing potentiostatic, potentiodynamic or galvanostatic
methods(109,135,150,151) through oxidation of aniline in bronsted acid
medium. A major problem, however is the production of the conducting
form of polyaniline. Therefore, it becomes necessary to critically control
all the process parameters involved in a particular deposition technique
so as to obtain the deposit only with the particular oxidation state of
interest!151). For example, cyclic potential sweep deposition (CPS)
produces films with better morphology, conductivity and structural
integrity than potentiostatic deposition!135).
1.23 Electrical conductivity of polyanilines
Polyaniline is one of the conducting polymers in which the transition
between the insulating and conducting states m a y involve only
migration of a protons!136). For electrical conduction in P A n a polaron
hopping mechanism has been suggested!136).
Electrical conductivity of the polyaniline is strongly sensitive to most
synthesis variables and post-treatments!133). T h e conductivity of
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polyaniline, unlike all other conducting polymers depends on two
variables, namely the degree of oxidation (electrochemical doping) and
the degree of protonation (acid doping) of the material!152)- T o a lesser
extent, it is also dependent on the type of anion present!153)- However, It
has been found that the nature of anion can have an important effect on
the properties and molecular structure of the polymer! 154 ).
The conductivity of the electrochemically prepared polyaniline increases
with decreasing solution p H of and polymerisation temperature!150). A
m a x i m u m conductivity up to 500 S/cm at room temperature for oriented
P A n (with conductivity anisotropy as high as 20:1) films prepared
chemically and cast from N M P solvent has been achieved!155).
The conductivity of P A n without doping (pH 6.3) at room temperature is
only 10 _1 0S/cm. With decreasing p H , the conductivity increases with a
jumpatpH3-4( 1 5 6 ).
It has been found that moisture acts as a plasticiser and also improves
conductivity!142). It has also been found that drying the polymer under
vacuum in order to remove the residual traces of water decreases the
conductivity of the polymer while upon exposure to water vapour the
conductivity increases!142'116).
1.2.3

Electroactivity of polyanilines

The electroactivity of polyaniline is the basis of many practical
applications for example in sensors! 157-158 ), electrochromics!159) and
rechargeable batteries!145) where the excellent reversibility between the
reduced and oxidised forms is the most important property. All of these
applications require that the material have a highly reversible and rapid
switching rate while maintaining chemical stability!161).
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The switching properties of polyaniline are affected by the nature of the
acid electrolyte!16-162), p H ( 1 6 3 - 1 6 4 ) , anions!162'165) and the solvent!166).
Polyaniline at p H 6, for example, becomes essentially electrochemically
inactive, but regains electroactivity in a completely reversible manner
when placed in a more acidic electrolyte!140). Depending upon the
proton content of the polyaniline film and the availability of protons in
the medium, one can obtain completely resistive and electroinactive
films or electroactive and conducting films!166).
Using cyclic voltammetry experiments it has been indicated!147) that the
chemically prepared P A n has properties very similar to the
electrochemically prepared P A n . T h e oxidising agent type or
concentration has little effect on the electroactivity and the conductivity
of the chemically prepared material!147).
The redox reaction of the film is accompanied by colour changes where
the film changes from a blue colour when the electrode potential is
positive of +0.20V to a transparent yellow when it is negative of 0.0V,
and yellow at -0.20V (neutral form)! 159 ). It has been reported!150) that
the cyclic voltammetric analysis of P A n prepared electrochemically in
the presence or obsence of aniline suffers from degradation w h e n the
potential exceeds +0.85 V and below this potential, it is stable and the
redox reaction of the film is reversible. This has been attributed to
hydrolysis of the imine to form benzoquinone! 150 ). Using

QCM

techniques it has been shown! 164) that the loss of electrochemical
responses is accompanied by a large frequency increase which indicates
that the hydrolysis (changing imine into benzoquinone) products of the
oxidised film are soluble and leave the surface. Because of the p H
dependence of the second oxidation process the m a x i m u m potential
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which can be attained without film degradation is also

pH

dependent!164)The rate of electrochemical reversibility of polyaniline prepared in
aqueous solution with various acid electrolytes depends on the acidity of
the solution but is independent of the nature of counterion!161)- T h e
films are also electroactive in nonaqueous solvents containing both
organic salt and protic acid electrolyte!161). Polyaniline is stable in the
dry state but not in aqueous solutions!161). The stability of polymer in
aqueous solution is decreased more w h e n the p H is high! 164 ).
1.2.4 Environmental stability
It has been reported!165) that prolonged storage of polyaniline in water
or working electrolyte (without polarisation) leads to an irreversible
decrease of its electrochemical activity, but w h e n stored dry, its activity
is preserved! 165 ). Polyaniline can be left standing in air and the
electroactive properties are not destroyed. Storage in air, however, does
alter the film and produces an anodic shift in the peak positions!109).
Pasquali et al.!134) have indicated that after storage of polyaniline in
distilled water (open circuit) a hydrolysis reaction as evidenced by the
appearance of the anodic peak at ~ 0.5 V occurs!134). After one month,
the C V shape was very poor. Degradation of the polymer was higher
w h e n stored in a solution of 1 M H 2 S O 4 (even after one day). T h e
dissolved 0 2 in H 2 O and impurities contained in the film can favour the
deprotonation of polymer, then the rapid degradation!134).
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1.2.5 Thermal stability of Polyanilines
Thermal studies of polyaniline conducting polymers are particularly
important w h e n one considers the use of elevated temperatures to
process polyaniline and its blends into technologically useful forms. It
has been found that thermal stability (conductivity stability) is one of the
key factors for successful blending!102). While the synthesis, structure
and redox properties of the polymer have been studied extensively, its
thermal stability has received little attention!167) until recently. In any
practical application, a knowledge of the stability and degradation
mechanism of this class of conducting polymer is also of primary
importance!116). Recently the thermal stability has however, become the
subject of research by some investigators!102'114,115,119,167,168).
Thermal studies could also lead to a more fundamental understanding
about the doping/dedoping process and about the potential applications
of polyaniline!114).
Thermal stability of polyaniline conducting polymers as with
polypyrrole, can be defined with regard to its electrical, electrochemical
properties or in terms of the chemical structure which can be determined
by thermal gravimetric analysis.
It has been found that the thermal stability of the conductivity of
polyaniline is dramatically influenced by the acid anion used to
synthesis P A n ! 1 4 8 ) . The decrease in a appears to be reversible if the
polymer is heated to temperatures below 1Q0°C and then left to cool in
ambient air!116). However, the decrease in conductivity upon heating to
temperatures above 100°C is probably not due to loss of adsorbed water
vapour

alone. X-ray

photo

electron

spectroscopy

(XPS)

experiments! 116 ), on thermally treated PAn-HCl samples indicate that
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the irreversible conversion of ionic chlorine to covalent chlorine
becomes significant at temperatures greater than 100°C The irreversible
conductivity decay of thermally treated polyanilines at temperatures
below the thermal decomposition temprature has been attributed to
changes in morphology! 1 6 9 - 1 7 0 ), crosslinking!114), possible structural
rearrangements or other chemical reactions!119). However the nature of
crosslinking is not fully understood as yet. At higher temperatures,
thermal degradation is a predominant factor. The decrease in o" is also
dependent on sample form, environment! 115 ), dopant!119)> time and
temperature of exposure!114)Hagiwara et al.!115) reported that the deterioration of conductivity in air
was based on the chemical change involving the elimination of
hydrochloric acid of the amino group and the simultaneous chlorination
of the aromatic ring. Spectroscopic studies revealed that the doping
process of an H C I - doped film of P A n could be thermally reversed at
1 8 0 ° C under N 2 without any indication of major changes in the
structure of the polymer backbone, but the possibility of substitution of
the aromatic rings and crosslinking of the polymer chains that could lead
to decrease in the conjugation length can not be excluded!119).
The conductivities of the thermally de-doped polymers upon re-doping
in 1 M H C I solution increase significantly but never reach that of the
unaged polymer owing probably to changes in morphology,
crosslinking, or other chemical reactions!114). Thus, the thermal dedoping is not a completely reversible process. It is interesting to note
that the weight loss of the re-doped samples could be lower than the
unaged polymer, which might be responsible for the incomplete
recovery of the conductivities by re-doping. Therefore, there must be
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other processes involved during the thermal ageing below and at 200°C
besides the loss of water and HCI.
Hagiwara et al.!115) suggested a simultaneous chlorination of the
aromatic ring while the elimination of H C I on the amino group occurs
during the thermal ageing. F r o m X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) experiments it has also been found that irreversible conversion of
ionic Cl to covalent Cl becomes significant at temperatures greater than
IOOOC! 115 ).
In contrast to most conducting polymers which are less stable in humid
environments, polyanilines are very stable. This clearly indicates that
the conductivity stability of P A n is enhanced in the presence of humid
air. It was also reported that the water vapour in the air appeared to be
an essential factor in the recovery process of conductivity since the
sample cooled in the dessicator shows only minimal recovery. However,
the decrease in conductivity upon heating to temperatures above 100°C
is probably not due to loss of adsorbed water vapour alone.

It was also noted that the structural integrity of doped PAn, as probed b
infrared spectroscopy, was maintained during thermal ageing at
temperatures at or below 200°C( 1 1 4 ). W e i et al.!114) suggested that
crosslinking reactions along with the morphological changes could take
place during the thermal aging. The aged polymer sample aged at 100 °
0

C and 200°C were also found to have lower solubility than the unaged

ones in N M P . W a n g and Rubner! 168 ) obtained spectroscopic evidence
which suggests that in the case of polyaniline thermal dedoping occurs
due to disordering of the polymer backbone through chemical
modifications (substitution of aromaticrings/crosslinking)or changes in
molecular reorganisation (thermal disruption of crystalline or
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paracrystalline regions). They also point out, however, that even
spectroscopic studies are limited in that minor structural changes would
not be detected and yet these could have a major impact on physical
properties. In the later case, the thermal disruption of crystalline or
polycrystalline regions of the film could reduce the ability of the
backbone electrons to achieve a high level of delocalisation. In addition,
they emphasise the importance of film thickness and the form of the
sample (Powder, pressed pellet) on thermal properties, although
spectroscopy can only be carried out on thin films.
From TGA, IR spectrosopy and elemental analysis, it has been found
that in air, oxidation and possible structural rearrangements lead to loss
in conductivity (because of loss in conjugation, not dopant) at
temperatures below thermal decomposition!117).
The conductivities of all doped polymers decay at elevated temperatures
with the loss of conductivity being most pronounced at temperatures at
or higher thanl50°C, under N 2 or in air! 1 1 4 ' 1 1 7 ' 1 6 7 ). The thermal
deterioration in conductivity is also a function of time/temperature
exposure and atmosphere.
It has been found that doped PAn is remarkably crystalline. It becomes
almost amorphous when it is undoped with N H 4 O H . Heat treatment at
up to 150°C is favourable to the crystallisation of both doped and
undoped PAn. The structure of annealed P A n up to 150°C becomes
more regular and ordered!171). Heating at higher temperatures destroys
the crystalline structure! 169). Elemental analysis and IR spectroscopy of
initial and 150°C annealed P A n (under N 2 ) showed no significant
differences!169). In this study, X-ray diffraction analysis also supported
the increasing regularisation and crystallinity of P A n annealed at 150°C.
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Mattes et al.(17°) also reported that thermal treatment of polyaniline
films at 125°C for three hours makes the polymer a very dense material
which decreases its permeability and increases its selectivity for gas
separations. Therefore, thermal treatment m a y also be used to modify
the properties of conducting polymers m a k e them desirable for some
specific applications.
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Aim of the Project

Because of the possible applications of conducting polymers at ele
temperatures, research on determining the thermal stability is of both
fundamental and technological importance. Despite the enormous
volume of scientific literature published on conducting polymers,
relatively few papers concentrate systematically on the thermal stability
of electroactivity or electrical conductivity. Long term environmental
stability of conducting polymers can be investigated by thermal
treatment of the polymer samples at elevated temperatures.
It was therefore proposed, to study the effect of temperature (both
solution temperature and dry state thermal treatment) on the
performance of conducting polymer membranes. This work has been
developed within the Inelligent Polymer Reseach Laboratory (IPRL)
over the lastfiveyears.
The major purposes of this project are as follows :
(1) Investigation of the effect of thermal treatment on the
electroactivity of polypyrrole conducting polymers.

(2) Investigation of the effect of thermal treatment on the electr
conductivity of polypyrrole conducting polymers prepared as free
standingfilmswith a variety of counterions.

(3) Investigation of the effect of the transport properties of fre
standing films of PPy conducting polymer at different solution
temperatures, as well as the effect of thermal treatment on the flux of
target species through the membranes.
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(4) Investigation of the effect of thermal treatment on the
electroactivity and electrical conductivity of polyaniline conducting
polymers.
(5) Investigation of the thermal stability of PPy and P A n conducting
polymers using other techniques such as thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA).
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS AND
CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES

2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the characterisation methods used in this work are
described and a brief explanation of the theoretical aspects of each
method is given. This chapter also includes a description of the general
experimental procedures, cell designs and instrumentation used. Details
of particular experimental procedures will be given at the beginning of
each chapter.

2.2 ELECTROPOLYMERISATION
A three electrode electrochemical cell was used to prepare the PPy and
P A n conducting polymers used in these studies. The cells employed for
electropolymerisation, require provision for a working electrode
(W.E), an auxilary electrode (A.E), a reference electrode (R.E) and an
inert gas line (Figure 2.1).
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-^ Galvanostat/
Potentiostat

W.E.

^ Monomer and electrolyte
solution

Figure 2.1 Electrochemical
cell diagram
used for
electrodeposition and cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis.

both

The electrochemical cell used for preparation of PPy and PAn coated
electrode in order to study the effect of thermal treatment on
electroactivity of polymers is shown in Figure 2.1. The electrochemical
cell used for preparation of PPy as free standing films is shown in
Figure 2.2. In this cell, reticulated vitreous carbon ( R V C ) was used as
the auxilary electrode and stainless steel plate was used as the working
electrode. For the electrochemical preparation of P A n and PPy/Cl or
PPy/Fe(CN)64", a platinium plate was used as the working electrode.
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Potentiostat/Galvanostat

I Salt bridge(3MNaCl)

•^ Solution of monomer
land electrolyte

Figure 2.2 Electrochemical cell used for preparation of free
standing films of polypyrroles and electrochemical polymerisation of
polyaniline powder.
Electropolymerisation in this work has been carried out using
galvanostatic, potentiostatic, or potentiodynamic (scanning or pulsed)
techniques. A

homemade

galvanostat

was

used

for

electropolymerization of PPy and P A n on glassy carbon electrodes
(surface area=0.2cm2). For the potentiostatic growth of polypyrrole
membranes, electropolymerisation was carried out using a B A S CV-27
potentiostst. Alternatively, a Princeton Applied Research ( P A R )
Potentiostat/Galvanostat (Model 363) was employed.
2.2.1 Effect of Substrate
The

nature (chemical and electrochemical properties) of the

working electrode is a critical consideration for the preparation
of conducting polymers, since the polymerization is initiated at
this surface. The adsorption of monomer, electron transfer, and
deposition of the polymer are influenced by the substrate. The
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cathode and anode should be chemically and electrochemically
inert in the electropolymerization solution, so it is important that
the electrode does not oxidize concurrently with the monomer.
Stainless steel was found to be unsuitable as a working electrode when
used in chloride media. Corrosion was accelerated when an anodic
potential was applied.
In this work the preparation of PPy samples was performed on glassy
carbon, platinum, gold foil, and stainless steel working electrodes.
Glassy carbon was found to be the substrate of choice in most cases, as
it has the largest electrochemical working range and produced more
adherent films. In addition, the high thermal, chemical and
electrochemical stability, hardness, non-porosity and ability to be very
well polished were advantageous. However, stainless steel was found to
be a suitable substrate for preparing stand alone films of polypyrroles
doped with organic anions. The polymer film could be grown without
degradation and was readily removed.

2.3 CHARACTERISATION

The characterisation techniques used in this project included invers
chromatography

(IGC),

chronoamperometery

(CA),

chronopotentiometry (CP), cyclic voltammetry (CV), conductivity by
four point probe, mechanical testing, thermal gravimetric analysis
( T G A / D T A ) , scanning electron microscopy (SEM), resistometry and
the electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance ( E Q C M ) .
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2.3.1

Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) is perhaps the most versatile
electroanalytical technique for the study of electroactive species!172).
This technique has been widely used for measuring the electroactivity
of conducting polymers!30-80). The technique involves the measurement
of current at a working electrode as a function of the applied potential.
The potential applied to the working electrode is controlled versus a
reference electrode such as a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) or a
silver/silver chloride electrode.
This is a relatively simple technique which can provide a great deal of
useful infomation for the characterisation of conducting polymers such
as the determination of the potential required for polymerisation as
well as the subsequent polymer reduction/oxidation potentials.
The excitation signal for C V (Figure 2.3) is a linear potential scan with
a triangular potential-time waveform which is usually symmetrical. In
this technique the potential is scanned linearly from an initial value (Ei)
to a second value (Eupper) and then back to Ei (or some other
potential, Ef). The current at the working electrode is recorded during
the potential scan.
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Cycle 1
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Cycle 2
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Time
Figure 2.3 A typical excitation signal for cyclic voltammetry.
Cyclic Voltammetry experiments were carried out using either a BioAnalytical Systems ( B A S ) 100A Electrochemical Analyser, an
Electrolab, or a B A S CV-27 with the MacLab and a Chart recording
system. The cell employed for C V analysis was the same used for
electropolymerisation (Figure 2.1).
A typical cyclic voltamogram (CV) is shown in Figure 2.4
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E

0.0-
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-0.8
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-0.4

I

-0.0
E(VOLT)

•

I

0.4

>

i

0.8

Figure 2.4 Cyclic
voltammogram
of
PPy/NO3.
Electropolymerisation was carried out using 0.2M pyrrole and 0.5M
NaN03
as electrolyte. Glassy carbon was used as the working
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electrode. Scan rate=20mV/s. Pox= Oxidation peak and Pred- Reduction
peak.
2.3.2 Chronoamperometry (CA)
With this technique, a constant potential is applied to the working
electrode and the resultant current is monitored versus time. The rate
of growth can be measured by monitoring the current that is passed
during electropolymerization. A

typical chronoamperogram of

polypyrrole has been shown in Figure 2.5.

31'
. lOSec
Time

Figure 2.5 Chronoamperogram for oxidation of pyrrole in the
presence of K4Fe(CN)6- Polymerisation was carried out in a solution
of 0.2M pyrrole and 0.1M K4Fe(CN)6 using an applied constant
potential (Eapp- 0.75 V vs Ag/AgCI). Initial potential was the rest
potential. Glassy carbon was used as the working electrode.

Rise of the current during growth indicates that a conductive polyme
film is being deposited on the surface of electrode. Since the area of the
working electrode increases, the current also increases. Steady state or
decreasing current indicates either no deposition or resistive material
deposition.
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2.3.3

Chronopotentiometry (CP)

With this technique, a three-electrode system is employed and a
constant current is applied to the working electrode during
electrosynthesis of the polymer. The potential of the working electrode
is then monitored versus the reference electrode as a function of time.
A steady value of the potential during deposition of the polymer
indicates negligible iR drop and therefore good conductivity of the
deposited film (see Figure 2.6). A steadyrisein the potential during
electropolymerization indicates that a polymer with poor conductivity
(and a significant iR drop) is deposited.

>

m
(N

1 min
Time

Figure 2.6 Chronopotentiogram obtained for PPy/PTS deposited on
glassy carbon electrode. Electropolymerisation was carried out us
lmA/cm.2 current density from an aqueous solution of 0.1 M PTS and
0.2M pyrrole.

2.3.4 Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance
(EQCM)

Another technique which has been used to study the electrochemi
properties of PPv! 173-177 ) and PAnO 6 4 * 1 7 5 ) conducting polymers is
•::./
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E Q C M . The theortical and experimental aspects of this technique and
its applications have been reviewed by Buttry! 175 ) and other
investigators!178). The quartz crystal microbalance ( E Q C M ) is an
extremely sensitive technique capable of measuring mass changes in the
nanogram range. It comprises a piezoelectric quartz crystal wafer with
vacuum deposited gold or some other metal on both sides of the crystal.
O n e of these electrodes is immersed in the solution of the
electrochemical cell and is used as the working electrode while the
other is isolated from the solution and connected to the oscillator
circuit. A potentiostat and waveform generator is used with the E Q C M
set up to measure the variation in the electrode mass occuring during
electrochemical processes.
The E Q C M technique is based on the fact that changes in mass of the
electrode cause the fundamental frequency of the crystal to shift
relative to a reference crystal of fixed fundamental frequency (10kHz).
The reference crystal is housed within the box containing the E Q C M
electronics. A n y change in the mass of the working quartz crystal will
cause a change in its resonant oscillation frequency. The mass changes
then can be computed from the frequency changes of a quartz crystal
which has been used as the working electrode. This means that a
decreasing frequency indicates an increasing mass. The high sensitivity
of a quartz crystal microbalance in probing electrochemical surface
processes has been used to investigate the diffusion of ions from
solution into films of conducting polymers. The

Sauerbrey

equation! 179 ) describes the dependency of the frequency change
(AF/Hz) of a quartz crystal on the mass change (Am/g.cm -2 ).
AF=C.Am (2.1)
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Where C is a constant related to the density of the crystal the wave
velocity in quartz. It has been found! 177 ) that for 10 M H z AT-cut
crystals, a frequency decrease of 1Hz corresponds to a a mass increase
of 4.4 ng.cnr2.
In this work the QCM technique was used for investigation of the mass
transport properties of PPy films during redox reactions and the effect
of solution temperature on the properties of the films. The cell
employed for this investigation is shown in Figure 2.7. 10 M H Z AT-cut
crystals (purchased from International Crystal Manufacturing
Company, Oklahoma, U S A ) with two vacuum deposited gold electrodes
surface area 0.24cm 2 were used. The quartz crystal was sealed in the
cell using silicon rubber. The oscillator circuit, including the crystals,
is enclosed in a Faraday cage. In our research laboratory after
calibration of the E Q C M by deposition of silver from silver nitrate
solution and using Faraday's L a w the average mass sensitivity of 0.97
H z ng-1 obtained for A T cut 10 M H z crystals having electrode area of
0.24cm2.
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>R.E. (Ag/AgCI in 3M NaCl)

Aux.E. «
(Pt gause)

> Salt bridge

Quartz crystaKW.E.)

> Monomer and electrolyte
> Glass Jaket

Figure 2.7 Dagram of electrochemical cell set up used for
experiments at different temperatures.

EQCM

A typical example of the application of this technique is shown in
Figure 2.8. As our result in Figure 2.8 shows, reduction of the
polymer results in mass loss as anions are expelled. As the polymer is
reduced further then cation incorporation (mass gain) is observed to
balance the excess charge which is due to more immobile counterions.
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Figure 2.8 Mass changes of PPy/PTS during potential sweep in a
solution of 0.2M KCI. The electropolymerisation was carried out in
the QCM cell by applying a constant current (ImA/cm?) and using
0.2M pyrrole and 0.05M Na+PTS~. Scan rate during analysis was
20mV/s.
2.3.5 Resistometry
Using this technique, the resistance changes of polymers m a y be
measured as the potential of the electrode is varied. This new technique
allows resistance changes during doping/undoping to be measured insitu. The technique was developed by Fletcher and coworkers!180). It is
based on the principle of measuring the resistance with square
galvanostatic pulses (less than 200u.s applied every 50|Us), which are so
fast that Faradaic reactions and double-layer charging do not respond
to them.
In this work a Resistometer developed at C S I R O Division of Mineral
products, Melbourne, Australia was used for the in-situ measurement
of the resistance changes of polymers during oxidation/reduction. The
electrochemical cell used for resistometry studies on polymer coated
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electrodes shown in Figure 2.3. A n example of typical resistometry
data is shown in Figure 2.9.

6055
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Figure 2.9 Cyclic resistogram of PPy/PTS in a solution of 0.2M
KCI. Scan rates- 20mV/s. Polymer was prepared galvanostatically (1=
2mA/cm2) from a solution of 0.2M pyrrole and 0.05M PTS using
glassy carbon as working electrode.
2.3.6

Four-point probe Conductivity

The dry state electrical conductivity of conducting polymer samples
prepared as free standing films were measured using an A S T M ( 1 8 1 )
four point probe method. This method can be applied to all materials
that exhibit volume resistivity in the range of 1- 10 7 Q-cm. In this
method, a current is forced to flow between the pair of outer contacts
as shown in Figure 2.10. This generates a potential difference between
the two inner contacts, proportional to the current and the resistivity of
the material. The current should be applied carefully, with regard to
the resistivity of the sample. Applying a high current to a resistive
polymer m a y damage the polymer. In the case of PPy films which have
good conductivity (20-100 S/cm), a current between 0.5 to 1 m A is
suitable. In the case of resistive materials, the current should be
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sufficiently low (e.g. O.lmA or less) to ensure that the heat evolved is
small as this m a y damage or destroy the polymer.

E

C D

A

B

Figure 2.10 Schematic of four point probe used for measuring the
electrical conductivity of conducting polymers.

Where A , B are current electrodes, C, D are potential measuring
electrodes which embedded in an electrical insulating material such as
epoxy resin. E is the strip of specimen.
The formula used for calculation of the electrical conductivity of
samples is shown below! 181 ):
X.Y

E

Rv =

Z.i

av =

R,

(Q. cm)

(S/Cm)

X.Y.E

(2.2)

R v = Volume resistivity (Q.cm)
a v = Volume conductivity (S/cm)
Z = Distance between inner points or potential electrodes (cm)
i= Current applied between outer electrodes ( m A )
X = Thickness of the conducting polymerfilm(cm)
Y = Width of the conducting polymerfilm(cm)
E = Potential difference over inner electrodes (mv).
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The surface resistivity (R s ) can then be easily calculated using R s =
1/Gs.X where the o s is the surface conductivity of the sample. The
determination of the film thickness (X) is very important and is the
major source of error in the technique. In this work, a four point
probe (standard design) provided by the University of Technology,
Sydney, Australia was used for measuring the dry state conductivity. A
very accurate digital multimeter ( was used to measure the potentials.
The film thickness was measured using a digital micrometer (Mitutoyo)
with a resolution of 1 |im.
2.3.7 Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC)
Another technique that probes the changes occuring at the molecular
level during thermal treatment is Inverse Gas Chromatography. This
has been used as a method of characterization for polymers,fibersand
other materials!182)- The term inverse, indicates that the examined
material (e.g., a polymer blend or a modified silica) is placed in a
chromatographic column and studied using test solutes, in contrast to
the typical use of analytical gas chromatography. Carefully selected test
solutes are injected into the flow of a carrier gas and transported over
the surface of the material. The retention time and peak elution profiles
of standard solutes is then used to provide information on the
molecular interactions occuring. These interfacial forces range from
strong coyalent or ionic chemical bonds to w e a k V a n der Waals
interactions! 182» 1 83 )It has been reported!184) that polymeric stationary phases using PPy
conducting polymers can be synthesised on a wide range of substrates
electrochemically. Commercial carbon particles such as graphite or
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crushed reticulated vitreous carbon ( R V C ) have proven useful due to
the mechanical stability, chemical inertness and electrical conductivity.
In this work, Inverse Gas Chromatography was carried out using a
Hewlett Packard Model 419 Gas chromatograph with a flame ionization
detector (FID).
2.3.8 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) has been widely applied to study
and characterise polymeric materials. It is a dynamic method in which
the weight loss of a sample is measured continuously as the temperature
is changed at a constant rate. A plot of mass vs temperature (a
thermogram) provides both qualitative and quantitative information
including kinetic information on the degradation, oxidation,
evaporation, or sublimation of samples in any condensed form! 185 )Therefore,TGA is a useful technique for rapidly evaluating percent of
volatiles as well as the onset of thermal decomposition temperature of
conducting polymers.
A thermogravimetric instrument for determining weight change of
polymers heated at programmed rates (isothermal or constant heating
rate) m a y be operated under vacuum or with a moderate gas flow.
Weight is determined by a glass-enclosed electrobalance.
The apparatus required for TGA includes: (1) a sensitive recording
analytical balance; (2) a furnace; (3) a furnace temperature controller
and programmer; (4) a recorder that provides a plot of sample mass as
a function of temperature and also a N 2 or Ar gas line so that T G A
measurements can be obtained in an inert atmosphere. The flow should
be sufficient to remove volatile products but not disturb the weighing
process.
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In this project, Thermal Gravimetric Analysis ( T G A ) was carried out
using a Rigaku Thermal Analyzer instrument. The analyses were
conducted on 10 m g

samples of polymer heated from room

temperature to 500°C. A heating rate of lOOC/min was employed
throughout this work unless otherwise stated. The flow rate of nitrogen
gas over the samples was 80 ml.min-1
2.3.9 Mechanical testing
Tensile strength (stress) is often used as a mechanical property to
characterize polymers. It is defined as the m a x i m u m force or load per
unit area before breaking. Tensile strength is measured by holding the
sample in the jaws of a tensile testing mechine while it is extended at a
constant steady rate by applying a suitable load. The force developed is
recorded versus time by the machine until the sample breaks. Tensile
strength is calculated from the formula shown in equation 2.3.
F
T S (stress) =
A

(2.3)

T S is tensile strength (MPa), F is the force or m a x i m u m load (Newton)
and A is the cross-sectional area [A=thickness(mm) x Width(mm)].
Mechanical testing in this work was carried out using a universal
testing machine (Instron 4302) at room temperature with a strain rate
of 1 m m / m i n . The specimen was first cut into suitable dimensions
(0.5cm. 5 c m ) then was held in the jaws of a 100 Newton tensile cell
using adhesive tape.
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2.3.10

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The surface morphology of PPy samples was measured using the SEM
technique. In this experiment, the stand alone films were cut into small
pieces, then were glued into an aluminium tray using carbon paste and
a thin layer of gold was deposited on the top of the films.

The photographs were obtained using a Hitachi S 450 and a Leica S 44
instruments. Typical example of using this technique for determining
the surface morphology of conducting polymers (PAn) is shown in
Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11 SEM photographs of PAn/Cl Polymer film prepared
with constant potential (0.8 V vs Ag/AgCI) on sgold foil at room
temperature. A solution of 0AM aniline and 1 M HCI was used for
electropolymerisation.
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2.5 TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS
The cell used for transport experiments at different temperatures is
s h o w n in Figure 2.12.

Pulse generator

R.E.

pDtentiastat/
GalvanDStat

To Solution 3ide(connected by hose)

(To bath)
W.E

T

V.

Out

w

out

Aux.E.

Source solution

Receiver solution

~1~
G1a33 Jaket
Water bath

Stainless |
Cell body

steel

Figure 2.12 Electrochemical cell set up used for controlled potential
transport studies under controlled solution temperatures.
In the receiver side pure water w a s used and in the source side 0.2M
K C I . T h e exposed area of the polymer for transport of ions w a s 8 c m 3 .
Electrical stimuli w a s applied only in the source side of the cell. T h e
pulsed potential applied on the polymer w a s between 0.6 and -1.0V
(versus the A g / A g C I electrode) unless otherwise stated. A platinum
gauze electrode w a s used as the auxiliary electrode during transport
experiments. Electrical stimuli were applied to the conducting polymer
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membrane using a potentiostat controlled by a pulse generator (made
by the Electronic Workshop of the Science Faculty of the University of
Wollongong). The temperature of the cell solution was controlled
using a temperature controller instrument (Julambo 20) and a
peristaltic pump. The solutions in both sides were stirred gently during
transport experiments using a D C rotor. Electrical stimuli were
applied to the polymer via metal contacts (Stainless steel) which were
either ring shaped (A) or four points (B) as shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13 Sainless steel contacts used to apply the electrical stimul

2.6 THERMAL TREATMENT OF POLYMER SAMPLES
Thermal treatment of samples was carried out under controlled
temperature with a rate of heating of 10°C min" 1 . The sample was
heated at m a x i m u m temperature for 1 hour unless otherwise stated.
Thermal treatment of samples under nitrogen was carried out using a
flow rate of 80 ml min" 1 . Then they were cooled to room temperature
under the same atmosphere before characterisation.
Thermal treatment of samples was carried out using a special glass
chamber connected to a gas chromatography oven, so that the control
of temperature and nitrogen flow rate was easily achieved (Figure
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2.14). Alternatively, for thermal treatment of the polymer membranes,
a special tubular furnace made by the university of Wollongong,
Engineering Department Workshop equipped with a temperature
programmer and a nitrogen flow through system was used for thermal
treatment of polymers as free standing films or membranes in dry air
or nitrogen atmosphere (Figure 2.15).
Connected to gas chromatograph oven
N2
\i/

Li

-> 12 cm 4-

N2

D
2.5 cm

Samples
Figure 2.14 Diagram of a glass chamber (Pyrex) used for the
thermal treatment of the sample under controlled temperature and gas
flow conditions.
Samples Glass tube(Pyrex)

<rft

Flow meter

Hi
Water

Main switch

Temperature
controller

N2

9 a s 1nlet

Figure 2.15 Diagram of a tubular furnace used for thermal treatment
of polymer samples. A thermocouple was also used to measure the
temperature of the inside of the furnace.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECT OF THERMAL TREATMENT ON
ELECTROACTIVITY OF POLYPYRROLE
CONDUCTING POLYMERS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The switching property (oxidation/reduction) of conducting polymers
plays an integral role in the most proposed applications (see chapter 1).
In s o m e of these application areas such as battery, anti-static or
electromagnetic shieldings the thermal stability of the material is very
important!160). The effect of exposure to elevated temperatures on this
property of conducting polymers is therefore important.
The effect of thermal treatment on the well k n o w n oxidation/reduction
processes observed with conducting polymers is to our knowledge yet
to be considered.
In this investigation w e chose a number of commonly used conducting
polypyrroles to investigate the effect of thermal treatment at elevated
temperatures on their redox activity. The anions used for preparation
of polypyrrole were chloride (Cl"), nitrate (NO3-), ferrocyanide
[Fe(CN)6 4 "], ferricyanide [Fe(CN)6 3 "], p-toluene sulfonate (PTS"),
dodecyl sulphate (DS - ), dodecyl benzene sulfonate (DBS') and
polyvinyl sulfonate (PVS - ).
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Thermal gravimetric analysis ( T G A ) , dry state conductivity and
Inverse gas chromatography measurements were used to obtain a better
understanding of the results observed.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL
3.2.1

Reagents

All chemicals were of analytical reagent (AR) grade purity unless
stated otherwise. Pyrrole (Sigma) was distilled before use. All
solutions were prepared in Milli-Q water. Sodium dodecylsulphate
(SDS) was obtained from Sigma NaCl, K4Fe(CN)6, K3Fe(CN)6,
N a N 0 3 , F e C b (99% purity) and CH2CI2 were obtained from B D H
chemicals. Sodium p-Toluene Sulfonate (PTS) was obtained from
Merck, R V C from Energy Research Generation and normal alkanes
!C5 - Cl 1) were obtained from Ajax Chemicals.
3.2.2 Preparation of polymers for thermal studies
Polymer coated electrodes were prepared using a single compartment
cell (as shown in section 2.2) equipped with a glassy carbon (0.2 c m 2
surface area) or platinum as working electrodes.

Platinum gauze or sheet was employed as the auxiliary electrode and
Ag/AgCI (3M NaCl) as the reference electrode. Electropolymerisation
was carried out galvanostatically (l-2mA/cm 2 ) using 0.2-0.25 M
pyrrole in an aqueous solution of counterions. PPy/Fe(CN)6 and
PPy/PVS were deposited with constant potential (Eapp=0.72 and 0.75
V vs. Ag/AgCI respectively).
NaN03 or NaCl (0.5M), K3Fe(CN)6 or K4Fe(CN)6 (0.1M), and SDS,
or P T S (0.05M), P V S (lOg/L) were used as counterions. Before
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electropolymerisation all solutions were deoxygenated for 5-10
minutes using high purity nitrogen.
PPy/Cl and PPy films in the presence of K4Fe(CN)6 and K3Fe(CN)6
electrolytes for T G A and conductivity measurements were prepared
using a platinum plate as the working electrode and R V C as the
auxiliary electrode.
For preparing free standing films of PPy for conductivity
measurements, stainless steel plate was employed as the working
electrode and R V C was used as the auxiliary electrode . The polymer
films for T G A experiments and conductivity measurements were
peeled from the electrode and washed completely with water and dried
at room temperature for 72 hr.
PPy/Cl on RVC particles for inverse gas chromatography (IGC)
experiments was prepared using chemical polymerisation as follows:
lg of pyrrole was dissolved in 50ml C H 2 C I 2 and mixed with 9g R V C
particles (60-120 mesh). The solvent was evaporated. The particles
were then mixed with a solution of 0.5M FeCl3 (used after filtration)
in water for lhr at about 0°C using an ice bath. The FeCl3 pyrrole
molar ratio was 2:1.
Particles were separated by flotation. The coated RVC particles were
washed completely, dried, sieved and packed into the Gas
Chromatography (GC) column. The volume of standards injected was
0.05 Jill. Conditioning time for each temperature was 15 hr. The N 2
gas flow rate was constant at 30 ml/min.
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Instrumentation

All the instruments used for polymerisation, thermal treatment
characterisation have already been described in chapter 2.
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.3.1 Electroactivity of polypyrrole conducting polymers
In order to investigate the effect of thermal treatment on the
electroactivity of polymers, w e first tried to deposit a thin film of
polymer with good electrical contact to the electrode, so that the redox
peaks were clear and well defined. As the thickness of the film
increases, the kinetics of the redox process (diffusion of ions in and
out) decreases.
Before investigation of the effect of thermal treatment on
electroactivity of polypyrrole conducting polymers, it is necessary to
first investigate the electrochemical behaviour of the polymer. The
cyclic voltammograms (CV) of electropolymerised polypyrrole
revealed the normal oxidation/reduction processes according to:

H

n

H "

{3A)

The auxiliary electrode reactions, during the redox reactions o
polymer at the working electrode, will be the reduction of water or
dissolved oxygen (production of O H - ) , or oxidation of water
(production of H + ) depending on the potential. The cyclic
voltammogram (CV) for PPy/PTS is shown in Figure 3.1.
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B

I 500uA
1.200

Figure 3.1 Cyclic voltammogram of PPy/PTS. Solution contained
0.2M KCI. Scan rate was 20mV/sec. Polymer was coated on glassy
carbon electrode from 0.2M pyrrole and 0.05M NaPTS with applied
current density of 2mA/cm^.

This electrochemical reaction involves the transport of ions in and o
of the polymer in order to compensate the cationic nature of oxidised
polymer!27). The processes labelled A/Al and B/Bl are attributed!198)
to anion and cation movement respectively and m a y be described as:

+e
A*<*»

+

A

'w [couple A/A1]

(3.2)
+e
and

/

\

N'
H

<i»

A"(i) X+ [couple B/B1]

-e
n

(3.3)

where: A"(p) is counterion incorporated in the polymer, A" (s) is
counterion in solution and X + is cation from the electrolyte solution.
As equations 3.2 and 3.3 show, the redox reaction of PPy involves both
electron-transfer reaction and mass transport. Ion movement processes
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in PPy during reduction-oxidation are diffusion controlled and they
are not as fast as electron transfer processes.
3.3.2 Effect of thermal treatment on the electroactivity of
polypyrroles
The effect of thermal treatment in different atmospheres (solution and
dry state) on the redox properties of PPy was investigated.
3.3.2.1 Effect of temperature of supporting electrolyte on
electroactivity of polypyrrole
In this experiment, the electrochemical behaviour of polymer coated
electrodes (prepared as described in section 3.2.2) was examined in
electrolyte solutions at different temperatures (from 0 ° C to 70°C).
The electrode was equilibrated for 20 minutes in the solution under
investigation. A single polymer coated electrode was used for all
temperatures. In this work polymers containing five different
counterions were investigated.
PPy/Cl: The effect of solution temperature on the electroactivity of
PPy/Cl is shown in Figure 3.2.
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(a)

J 100 MA

(b)

(c)

(d)

i

i

i

i

+0.700

+0.0
-0.5 -1.000
E(VOLT)
Figure 3.2 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy/Cl electrodeposited onto
glassy carbon. CVs recorded when exposed to different electrolyte
temperatures, a) (PC b) 3QOC, c) 5(PC, d) 7(PC. 0.5M NaN03
was used as electrolyte solution. Scan rate =50mV/sec.
As the results show (Figure 3.2) for PPy/Cl, increasing the solution
temperature, caused the redox peaks to decrease gradually. The
electroactivity was substantially decreased irreversibly at solution
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temperatures > 50°C. The oxidation peaks also shifted a little to more
positive potential.
PPy/PTS: CV analysis has shown that PPy/PTS (Figure 3.3) film
had better electroactivity stability at elevated solution temperatures
than PPy/Cl.

(a)

50MA

(b)

(c)

(d)

i i

J

1

+0.700

+0.0
-0.5
E(VOLT)

-1.000

Figure 3.3 Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of PPy/PTS. Thermal
treatment was carried out under the same conditions used in Figure
3.2.
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The redox peak currents decayed only slightly when the polymer
(PPy/PTS) was exposed to elevated solution temperature.
With increasing the solution temperature, the second reduction peak
(related to cation insetion) is also shifted to less negative potentialsPPy/DS

: Changes in electroactivity as a function of solution

temperature were also observed with PPy/DS (Figure 3.4).
4002000
<
rs. -200-

-400T=70 C

T=50 C

-600-1 .0

T
-0.5

0.0

0.5

E(VOLT)

Figure 3.4 Cyclic voltammograms
(CV) of PPy/DS.
treatment was carried out as described in Figure 3.2.

Thermal

With increasing temperature, the electroactivity of the polymer
increased and the responses that m a y be attributed to anion
incorporation/expulsion (A/A') appeared and became stronger with
increasing temperature. In solutions with T > 5 0 ° C the responses
attributed to anion m o v e m e n t became larger than the cation
incorporation/expulsion responses (B/B'). S o m e cathodic shifts in peak
potentials were also observed when the polymer exposed to 70 °C.
The immobilised nature of the DS anion (due to its bulkiness) in the
polymer could be a reason for its higher chemical or electrochemical
stability when exposed to elevated solution temperatures.
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PPy/PVS

: High electroactivity stability was also observed for

PPy/PVS (polymeric immobile counterion) when the polymer was
exposed to elevated solution temperatures (Figure 3.5).
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0.0
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0.2
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Figure 3.5 Cyclic voltammogram
of PPy/PVS scanned in a
solution of 1 M NaCl Polymer with constant potential (0.75 V) from a
solution oflOg/L NaPVS and 0.2M pyrrole. Scan rate- 20mV/s.
Higher stability of PPy/PVS as for PPy/DS, m a y be due to the fact that
these counterions are relatively immobile and anion exchange processes
that would change the nature of polymer are minimised.
PPy/Fe(CN)6:

Electropolymerisation of PPy in the presence of

K4Fe(CN)6 as supporting electrolyte clearly show the incorporation of
the anion (counterion) during growth (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of PPy/Fe(CN)6 after
deposition with constant potential (Eapp- 0.72 V). Glassy carbon was
used as working electrode. 0.2M pyrrole and 0.1M electrolyte was
used for electropolymerisation. Scan rate =50mV/s.

The redox peaks labelled A/A' and B/B' are assumed to be attributed t
the reduction-oxidation of polymer (shown by equation 3.4) and the
counterion (shown by equation 3.5) respectively.
.3+ Fe(CN) 3(PPy")
6

[Fe(CN)6-3]

+e

+3e"

PPy° + Fe(CN) 63-

Fe(CN) 6

(3.4)

-4

(3.5)
The effect of solution temperatures on the electroactivity of this
polymer is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Cyclic voltammograms
of PPy/Fe(CN)fr
Polymer
prepared as described in section 3.2.2. Thermal treatment and CV
analysis were carried as for PPy/Cl in Figure 3.2.
The redox reaction peaks corresponding to the counterion (Fe(CN)63"

/4-) incorporated into the polymer matrix during synthesis disappeare
completely when the polymer cycled in NaN03

electr

°tyte

at

nigh

solution temperature. This is most likely due to the replacement of
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iron-containing counterions with the nitrate ions of supporting
electrolyte.
The electroactivity of this polymer at high solution temperature was
also not stable (Figure 3.7). Large irreversible changes appeared at
T>50°C. A s the results show, the electroactivity of polypyrroles is
affected by the temperature of the supporting electrolyte. The loss in
electroactivity was less for polymers doped with bulky immobile
counterions such as D S or P V S .
Loss of electroactivity of PPy films exposed to the elevated solution
temperatures in aqueous media can be attributed to loss of conjugation
in polymer due to the nucleophilic attack by water which occurs more
easily at higher temperatures. In addition, the type of electrolyte used
for sweeping potential also seems to be important. For example w e
found that PPy/Cl electrodeposited on glassy carbon electrode from
K C I electrolyte showed m u c h better electroactivity stabiUty at elevated
solution temperatures w h e n K C I solution was used instead of N a N 0 3
for thermal treatment. In addition, the cation exchange properties of
polymer became stronger.
3.3.2.2 Effect of thermal treatment in distilled water (open
circuit) on electroactivity
In this work the PPy/Cl, PPy/PTS, PPy/Fe(II)(CN)6, PPy/DS polymers
were treated at 50 and 100°C separately in distilled water for lhr in
order to investigate the effect of exposure at elevated solvent
temperatures on the electroactivity. After treatment, the C V s were
recorded at room temperature in 0.5M N a N 0 3 solution (Figures 3.83.11).
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PPy/Cl: The redox activity of the PPy/Cl decayed markedly when
treated at 100°C in water (Figure 3.8). The changes were also
irreversible.
1.00.5-
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o.o•<f

-0.5-1 .0
1 .0
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0.5
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Figure 3.8 Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of PPy/Cl deposited on
glassy carbon: a) Before thermal treatment, b) After 100°C. Exposure
to solution temperature was 1 hour. Scan rate=50mv/sec. The CVs
were recorded in a solution of 0.5 M NaN03 at room temperature.
PPy/PTS: The electroactivity changes observed for PPy/PTS after
thermal treatment in water at elevated temperatures were recorded
(Figure 3.9).
PPy/PTS showed good electroactivity stability when treated in boiling
water at least for 1 hr. The reduction peak became bigger but some
decay as well as some potential shift was observed in the oxidation
peak.
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Figure 3.9 Cyclic voltammograms
(CV) of PPy/PTS. a) Before
thermal treatment, b) After 100° C. Polymer was prepared as
explained in experimental section (sec. 3.2.2).
Scan rateused as the supporting
50mV/s. A solution of 0.5M NaN03was
electrolyte. The other conditions were as used for Figure 3.8.

PPy/DS:

The C V s obtained for PPy/DS before and after exposure

of the polymer to 100°C are indicated in Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10 Cyclic voltammograms
(CV) of PPy/DS. a) Before
thermal treatment, b) After 100°C. Scan rate=50mV/s.The other
conditions were as used for Figure 3.8.
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Thermal treatment of P P y / D S
electroactivity and

induced

in water also modified the

some

response

due

to anion

incorporation/expulsion (Figure 3.10).
PPy/Fe(II)(CN)6: The effect thermal treatment (in boiling
distilled water) on electroactivity of PPy/Fe(CN)6 is shown in Figure
3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Effect of solvent temperature for PPy/Fe(CN)6: a)
Before thermal treatment, b) After 100°C Polymer was deposited with
constant potential (0.72 V versus Ag/AgCI) using 0.2M pyrrole in
0.05M K4Fe(CN)6 as electrolyte. The other conditions were the same
used for Figure 3.8.
The redox peaks of PPy/Fe(CN)6 polymer, attributed to the
counterion, disappeared after raising the temperature to 100°C. This
may be due to the exchange of ferrocyanide ions with anions of the
supporting electrolyte (NO3-) during the potential sweep.
The above results show that, thermal treatment of polypyrrole in
distilled water influenced the electroactivity of the polymers. The
effect observed is dependent on the nature of the counterion
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incorporated during synthesis. Higher stability was also observed when
the counterion was immobile (see PPy/DS in Figure 3.10).
3.3.2.3 Effect of dry state thermal treatment on
electroactivity
In this investigation, electrochemically prepared PPy samples doped
with different counterions (as explained in sec. 3.2.2) were subjected to
voltammetry at room temperature before and after thermal treatment.
Thermal treatment was carried out in nitrogen or static air for 1 hr at
m a x i m u m temperature. The rate of temperature rise was 10°C/min.
The results obtained are discussed as followings:
PPy/Cl: With PPy/Cl (Figure 3.12), it was found that heat treatment
up to 100 °C altered the ion exchange capabilities of the polymer as
determined by using C V .
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Figure 3.12 Cyclic voltammograms
of PPy/Cl (prepared as
explained in sec 3.2): a) Before heat treatment, b) after 50° C, c) Af
100° C, d) After 200°C. All thermal treatment was carried out under
nitrogen. Temperature ramp was 10°C/min and the time at the
maximum temperature was one hour. All CV experiments were
carried out at room temperature using 0.5 M NaN03 solution as
supporting electrolyte.
It was found that after exposure to higher temperatures the more
positive oxidation peak, usually associated with anion insertion, was
only induced at more positive potentials, while the less positive couple,
usually associated with cation insertion, became more defined. This
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may be due to annealing or crosslinking of the polymer making anion
movement from the bulk more difficult. Heating above 100°C caused a
loss in electroactivity. This m a y be due to changes in conductivity that
could not be studied with this polymer due to the weak mechanical
properties. After 150°C, electroactivity was lost completely.
PPy/Fe(CN)6:

The effect of dry state thermal treatment (under

N2) of PPy film prepared in the presence of ferrocyanide counterion is
shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 Cyclic voltammograms for PPy/Fe(CN)6. Polymer
prepared as described in experimental section (3.2.1). Thermal
treatment was parried out as for PPy/Cl in Figure 3.12.
With PPy/Fe(CN)6 (Figure 3.13), the polymer backbone is quite
electroactive up to 200°C, despite the fact that large mass losses were
observed with T G A at this temperature (see later). This suggests that
the inorganic complex is broken down but, as reported for D S
previously(124), smaller, more stable anionic components are retained
in the polymer to facilitate electroactivity. Alternatively the anions
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from the supporting electrolyte m a y be incorporated into the polymer
during potential cycling and facilitate eletroactivity. Note also, that
there appears to be two polymer redox processes after treatment at
200°C, suggesting that cation as well as anion exchange character is
induced.
PPy/PTS:

The effect of dry state thermal treatment on the

electroactivity of PPy/PTS is shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14 Cyclic voltammograms for PPy/PTS polymer prepared
as described in experimental section (3.2.2). Thermal treatment was
carried out as for PPy/Cl in Figure 3.12.
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For PPy/PTS (Figure 3.14) cyclic voltammetry results revealed that
cation exchange character was enhanced after thermal treatment, while
the anion exchange process was diminished at least up to 100°C.
Interestingly with thermal treatment above 100°C the cation exchange
capacity appears to increase again. Presumably exposure to higher
temperatures again inhibits anion movement and encourages cation
movements. Electroactivity of PPy/PTS improves after thermal
treatment at temperatures from 5 0 ° C to 200°C under a nitrogen
atmosphere. W e found that PPy/PTS was electroactive even after
exposure to 300°C for lhr in nitrogen (not shown) but was seriously
affected at temperature above 150°C in air (Figure 3.15).

(a)

J 500 MA

(b)

i

+0.600

*

i
00

«

"°E(V0LT)

1
5

-

-1.200

Figure 3.15 Cyclic voltammograms
for PPy/PTS after thermal
treatment at 150°Cfor 1 hr: a) under nitrogen b) in air atmosphere.
Polymer prepared as described in experimental section (3.2.2).
The electroactivity of PPy/PTS in the absence of air at high
temperatures was very stable (up to 300°C) but decreased rapidly when
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polymer was exposed to air at 150°C or higher. The electroactivity
decay of PPy in air at temperatures below the onset of the
decomposition temperature

is assumed to be due to the chemical

reaction of polymer with oxygen which is accelerated at elevated
temperatures.
PPy/DS:

The cyclic voltammograms obtained for PPy/DS before

and after thermal treatment are shown in Figure 3.16.
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(a)

]500MA

(b)

(c)

(d)

+0.600

OTJ
-0.5
E(VOLT)

-1.000

Figure 3.16 Cyclic voltammograms (CV) for PPy/DS.
treatment was carried out as for PPy/Cl in Figure 3.12-

Thermal

For PPy/DS (Figure 3.16) the cation exchange process is known to
dominate as the polymer is oxidised/reduced!81). However, after
thermal treatment at an elevated temperature some anion exchange
character appears to be induced. This m a y be due to the fact that, as
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shown previously!124)? exposure to elevated temperature is known to
break d o w n the large organic D S anion into smaller anionic
components. The electroactivity of PPy/DS was lost after exposure to
temperatures of 200°C in air (Figure 3.17 ).

J 500 MA
(a)

J200MA
(b)

+0.700 -0.0 -0.5 -1.1
E(V0LT)
Figure 3.17 The same as Figure 3.16 but in an air atmosphere: a)
Before thermal treatment, b) CV after 200°C in air.

In air atmosphere, the loss of electroactivity is assumed to be due
chemical reaction of polymer with oxygen leading to blocking of the
electroactive sites in the polymer structure. This result corroborates
the hypothesis of oxidative degradation with oxygen incorporation by
thermal reactions!92) and evaporation of gases such as C O , and C O 2
due to reaction of O 2 with the polymer during thermal ageing has been
confirmed.
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Polypyrrole

in its electrochemically

oxidised

state is often

claimed to be relatively stable to atmospheric exposure. It has
however, been observed that a degradation in conductivity, as
well as optical change takes place during prolonged storage in
air(69). The degradation of electroactivity or conductivity in
oxidative atmospheres are assumed be accelerated at elevated
exposure

temperatures.

PPy/N03;

P P y / N 0 3 was found to have poor thermal stability

(Figure 3.18) compared to the other tested polymers.

1.0-1

As prepared

0.5
<

E

0.0-0.5
-1 .OH
1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

E(VOLT)

Figure 3.18 Cyclic voltammograms
for PPy/N03, Polymer was
prepared as explained in section 3.2.2. Thermal treatment was carried
out for 1 hr at maximum temperature.
With P P V / N O 3 the electroactivity was not stable at T>100°C. The
electroactivity was remarkably reduced at 100°C, even in nitrogen
atmosphere. The poor thermal stability of this polymer m a y be
attributed to the mild oxidative nature of N O 3 - dopant!44) • A s w e
know temperature affects the rate of reactions of most chemical and
electrochemical reactions.
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PPy/Fe(III)(CN)6:

The effect of thermal treatment on the redox

behaviour of PPy film prepared in the presence of ferricyanide
(Fe(CN)6-H anion is shown in Figure 3.19.
321 •

As prepared
After 60 C
After 100 C
After 200 C

<

E

0-1 •
- 2

1 .0

0.5

0.0
E(VOLT)

0.5

Figure 3.19 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy/Fe(CN)63'. Polymer was
deposited electrochemically as described in experimental section (sec.
3.2.2).
In PPy/Fe(CN)6^" the poor thermal stability m a y be due to the mild
oxidative nature of the dopant counterion. A s our results showed P P y
films prepared in the presence of ferrocyanide anions with constant
potential method resulted m o r e thermally stable polymer (Figure 3.13)
than ferricyanide anion (Fig. 3.19).
In all cases it w a s observed that dry state thermal treatment of
polymers affects the electroactivity of the polymers. T h e counterion
plays a very important role in this process. Polypyrrole conducting
polymers doped with inorganic anions, such as N03"> or anions with
oxidative nature such as Fe(CN)6 3 - ' have shown poor thermal stability.
A n y chemical or electrochemical interaction of counterion with
polymer structure at an elevated temperature m a y resulted in the
electroactivity decay of the polymer.
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Effect

of

Thermal

treatment

on

Electrical

conductivity of PPy films
The effect of thermal treatment at different temperatures on the dry
state conductivity of the polymer materials w a s considered. T h e
results are summarised in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Conductivity (S/cm) of samples as grown

and after

exposure (0 to different temperatures

a = (S/cm)
110°C

150°C

200°C

Fe(ni)(CN)6 22

8

1.2

a

Fe(n)(CN)6 7

5

1

a

DS-

30

40

24

a

PTS-

90

110

130

136

Counterion

As grown

Note: Samples were exposed to the temperature stated for 1 hour.
Before cooling for conductivity testing samples were maintained under
nitrogen. All conductivities were measured after thermal treatment at
room temperature.
*These polymers can not be prepared electrochemically as free
standing films due to their weak mechanical properties.
(a) Mechanical properties after thermal treatment were not adequate to
allow conductivity of the films to be determined.
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For the PPy/PTS conducting polymer there was a slight increase in
conductivity when heated to 110°C. This is due to the fact that loss of
moisture improves conductivity. A s the temperature was increased
further the conductivity of the PPy/PTS continued to increase.
In the case of PPy/DS the initial conductivity increase can be assigned
to evaporation of solvent or low M W

oligomers as suggested by

others! 160 ) The conductivity of PPy/DS films were lower than
PPy/PTS films!186). This m a y be attributed to the rough and porous
structure of PPy/DS as the S E M results have indicated!81).
In the case of PPy/Fe(CN)6films,it was observed that the conductivity
decreased more rapidly when the polymer was exposed to elevated
temperatures. Using T G A (shown later) this correlates with significant
mass losses observed when this polymer was heated to even moderate
temperatures This mostly can be related to the oxidative nature of its
electroactive counterion or dopant.
In general, the electrical conductivity of polypyrrole films is affected
by thermal treatment. The conductivity m a y increase or decrease
according to the nature of dopant counterions during thermal
treatment. The increase in conductivity m a y be attributed to the
removal of volatile impurities trapped in the polymer matrix during
synthesis and the decay in conductivity m a y be due to chemical
interactions between counterion and the polymer which lowers the
conjugation length.
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3.3.4

Effect of thermal treatment on polarity changes of

PPy (PPy/Cl) using Inverse Gas Chromatography technique
(IGC)
Surface polarity and thermal stability of conducting polymers can be
determined using the polymer as a stationary phase in gas
chromatography. The effect of thermal treatment on the polarity of
PPy/Cl as determined using this approach was considered (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2

Effect of thermal treatment on retention time (tR1) of

column using PPy/Cl as stationary phase

tRl

Tcon.(°C) T col (°C)

n-C6

=

(minutes)

n-C7

n-C9

n-Cn

110

100

0.15

0.18

0.25

0.46

130

100

0.13

0.17

0.23

0.46

130

120

0.12

0.15

0.18

0.29

150

120

0.14

0.18

0.34

1.02

200

120

5.7

8.61

13.93

<20

Note: Tcon- and TQOI stand for conditioning and column temperature
respectively. The conditioning at each temperature was carried out fo
15 hr.
1. The retention time (tR) of the test compounds was recorded by the
recorder as minutes .
Failure to elute McReynolds polar test probes!183) and short retention
time for n-alkanes indicate that the polymer is highly polar. Strong
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interactions such as H-bonding between polymer and alcohols can be a
reason for a long tR or very broad peak. Thermal treatment of PPy/Cl
up to 130OC results in increased polarity since the retention of nonpolar test probes decreased.
After conditioning the column at temperatures above 130°C the
polarity of the polymer decreased. Chemically synthesised PPy/Cl
starts to decompose at 150OQ After conditioning at 200°C the pores of
column were filled with the products of degradation and the column
failed to elute even simple alkanes. This is most likely due to
irreversible oxidation of the polymer and the loss of C h (counterions)
as volatile H C I this making the polymer more non-polar! 204 ).
Increasing capacity factor K' (Table 3.3) clearly shows this
phenomenon.
Table 3.3 Effect of conditioning temperature on capacity factor of
the polymer (PPy/Cl prepared chemically).

T Cond.(<>C)

T Col.(OC)

130

120

0.46

150

120

0.54

K'

200
120
22
Note: Capacity factor (K') ascalculated according to K'=(tR-tM)/tM.
The dead time (tM) was measured by injecting methanei101).
Increase in the retention time or capacity factor of PPy/Cl after
treatment at 200°C indicates that the structure of this polymer is not
stable at this temperature. Observation of smoky evolving gases which
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were also acidic (tested by wet p H paper) is a clear indication of
thermal decomposition of this polymer at 200°C.
3.3.5 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) on the
polypyrrole conducting polymers
PPy/Cl: Thermograms obtained using PPy/Cl (Figure 3.20) showed
that this polymer is not stable at temperature over 150°C. Continuous
weight loss was observed above 100°C for both chemical and
electrochemically prepared PPy/Cl.
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0.0
16.5
C

33

4—4

£

50

T(<>C)

Figure 3.20 TGA of PPy/Cl prepared: a) Electrochemically, b)
PPy/Cl powder prepared chemically using FeCl3 as oxidant. Sample
weight= Wmg, rate of temperature increase^ 10°C/min, N2 gas flow
rate- 80ml min-1.
The weight loss from room temperature to 100°C is mostly due to the
evaporation of moisture or solvent. The weight loss up to 150°C was
found to be less than 1 0 % . The decomposition of polymer which is
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accompanied by loss of chloride ions (dopant) as H C I gas occurred
above 150°C. PPy/Cl prepared both chemically or electrochemically
showed almost similar thermal degradation behaviour.
PPy/PTS: The thermogram obtained for PPy/PTS (Figure 3.21)

showed the highest thermal stability among the polymers tested in this
work.

Figure 3.21 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) of: a) PPy/PTS
b) NaPTS salt. PPy/PTS prepared as in the experimental section; TGA
experiments were carried out under the same conditions given in
Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.21 Continued.Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) of b)
NaPTS salt.
PPy/PTS did not show significant weight loss until around 250<>C. At
2 6 0 ° C only 1 0 % of the polymer mass was lost. This is in good
agreement with dry state conductivity data (Table 3.2). From 260°C to
500°C 2 5 % of the polymer mass was lost which mostly is due to the
removal of counterion. According to this T G A result, PPy/PTS will
not thermally dedope before 250°C. Degradation of PPy/PTS occurs at
temperatures lower than the decomposition of the counterion salt that
was stable up to 400<>C (3.21b).

PPy/DS: The TGA results obtained for PPy/DS and DS surfactant
(used as counterion) are shown in Figures 3.22a and 3.22b
respectively.
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C

s*

T(°C)
Figure 3.22 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) of:a) PPy/DS b)
NaDS salt. PPy/DS free standing films prepared galvanostatically
(2mA/cm2)using 0.2M pyrrole and 0.05M SDS and stainless steel as
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working electrode. TGA experiments were carried out under the same
conditions given in Figure 3.21.
The sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) thermogram shows a sharp weight
loss at 200°C (Figure 2.22b). Decomposition of the PPy/DS occured at
nearly the same temperature (Figure 3.22a).
From these T G A results, it was been shown that the decay in
electroactivity or conductivity of PPy/DS at elevated temperatures
(T>200°C) under nitrogen can be due to the degradation of polymer
and D S counterion. The T G A results obtained for counterions, it might
be concluded that the less thermal stability of PPy/DS compared with
PPy/PTS is most likely due to the lower thermal stability of D S
counterion than PTS.
PPy/Fe(II)CN6: The T G A results obtained for PPy film prepared
from ferrocyanide and the ferrocyanide counterion salt are shown in
Figure 3.23.
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(a)

T(0Q
S2QQ,

(b)

25 U C

Figure 3.23 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) of: a)
PPy/Fe(CN)6, b) K4Fe(CN)6. 3H20. TGA conditions were as given in
Figure 3.21.
Continuous weight loss was observed from 50OC to 500OQ The weight
loss at lower temperatures in this polymer was greater than PPy/Cl.
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TGA

on K 4 F e ( C N ) 6

salt (Figure 3.23b) in contrast to the

PPy/Fe(III)(CN)6 polymer grown from the same counterion showed
very high thermal stability. It m a y be concluded that the poor thermal
stability of conducting polymers doped with transition metal complex
ions is probably due to the catalytic thermal decomposition or to the
oxidative nature of counterion.
3.4 CONCLUSIONS
In the investigation of the effect of thermal treatment on the
electrochemical properties of PPys in different media, the following
results have been found.
• Thermal treatment at elevated temperatures affects the electrical
conductivity and electroactivity of PPys. The nature of the effect is
dependent on the nature of the counterion incorporated during
synthesis. The changes are mostly irreversible.
• The electrochemical behaviour and ion exchange properties of
polypyrrole films or membranes change with both solution and dry
state thermal treatment.
• This work has shown that exposure to elevated temperatures does not
necessarily degrade the electroactive nature of the polymers. It does,
however, vary the nature of this electroactivity. In the case of PPy/Cl,
PPy/PTS and PPy/Fe(III)(CN)6 (grown from ferrocyanide) the
electrochemically induced anion exchange character is diminished
while the cation exchange character is enhanced. For PPy/DS the anion
exchange character is enhanced and the cation exchange is diminished
after exposure to elevated temperatures. For PPy/DS, PPy/PTS these
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effects are noticeable even after exposure to temperatures as low as
500C.
• Decay in electrical conductivity and electroactivity is faster at
elevated temperatures in an air atmosphere than nitrogen.
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CHAPTER 4
EFFECT OF THERMAL TREATMENT ON
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
POLYPYRROLE CONDUCTING POLYMER
MEMBRANES CONTAINING SULFONATED
AROMATIC COUNTERIONS
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Conducting polymers usually find applications either as deposits on
electrodes (e.g. as sensor materials) or as free standing films (e.g. in
batteries or membrane separations). Some of these applications m a y
demand high thermal stability!5).
In this work the effect of exposure of polypyrrole films to elevated
temperatures on the electrical conductivity has been examined. In order
to investigate the effects of thermal treatment on the polymer
conductivity, the polymer must be prepared asfreestanding films.
Free standing polypyrrole films or membranes incorporating a large
variety of anions as dopants can be prepared from aqueous
electrolytes!47). It has been reported!49) that the use of sulfonated
aromatic counterions during synthesis produce materials with good
mechanical properties, which can then be removed from the electrode
whole.

In the course of this work, we have considered the effect of thermal
treatment on the properties of free standing polymer films (membranes)
containing sulfonated aromatic counterions. The counterions which
produced free standing films having good mechanical properties were
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then used in the preparation of PPy membranes for controlled potential
transport studies at different electrolyte temperatures, as described in the
next chapter.

Thermal gravimetric analysis was also used in the investigation of
thermal stability of the tested polymers in order to achieve a better
understanding of the results obtained from the thermal effect on polymer
conductivity.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL
4.2.1 Reagents and standard solutions

All chemicals used were Analytical Reagent (AR) grade and were use
as purchased except pyrrole (Sigma), which was used after distillation.
All polymerisation solutions were prepared in Milli Q- deionised water.

The counterions selected to prepare free standing films were the p
substituted forms of the sodium salts of benzenesulfonate (BS),
toluenesulfonate (TS), sulfobenzoic acid (SB), polyvinyl sulfonic acid
!PVS), dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS), hydroxybenzenesulfonate
(HBS), aminobenzenesulfonate (ABS), 1,5 naphthalenedisulfonate
(NDS) and 2,6 anthraquinonedisulfonate (ADS).
The chemical structures of the anions used in this work are given
Figure 4.1.
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COO"

C12H

NH,

OH

ADS

f CH 2 ^CH }
S03'
PVS

Figure 4.1 Chemical structures of the counterions used for the
preparation of polypyrrole conducting polymers as stand alone films.
4.2.2 Instrumentation
The instruments used for electropolymerisation, conductivity
measurements and thermal gravimetric analysis were as described
previously (Chapter 2).
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Procedures

4.23.1 Preparation of polypyrrole films

Electropolymerisation was carried out galvanostatically using a curren
density of 2 m A / c m 2 Polymerisation solutions were prepared from 0.2M
pyrrole as monomer in 0.05M aqueous solutions of the counterions listed
in section 4.2.1.
A single compartment electrochemical cell was used for
electropolymerisation. This cell consisted of a stainless steel plate
working electrode, R V C (5cmxl0cmx0.5cm) auxiliary electrode and a
Ag/AgCI (3M NaCl) reference electrode. The electrochemical cell used
for preparing polypyrrole membranes has been described in chapter 2.

The cell solutions were deoxygenated using high purity nitrogen before
electropolymerisation. The thickness of the films was controlled by
controlling the total charge passed during electropolymerisation (Q=I.t).
Polymer films were peeled off the working electrode, washed
thoroughly with Milli-Q water andfinallydried at room temperature
before characterisation and thermal studies.
4.2.3.2 Thermal treatment of polymer samples
Thermal treatment of polymer samples was carried out in either nitrogen
or air atmospheres. The time of exposure for all samples was always one
hour unless otherwise stated. The procedures and instruments used are as
described in chapter 2.
4.2.3.3 Characterisation
The electrical conductivities of the polymer samples were measured
using a standard four-point probe (Section 2.2). Conductivity
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measurements of the samples before and after thermal treatment were
carried out at room temperature under atmospheric conditions. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV), resistometry (sweep and pulsed), and thermal
gravimetric analysis ( T G A ) techniques were also used in this
investigation.
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.3.1 Preparation of polymer films
Among the counterions used for preparation of PPy membranes only ptoluene sulfonate (PTS), p-hydroxy benzenesulphonate (HBS), pdodecyl benzenesulphonate (DBS) and naphthalene disulfonate (NDS)
anions produced polymers of adequate mechanical strength to allow
them to be peeled from the electrode substrate.' Aroamticity in the
structure of counterions seems to be important for preparation of PPy as
free standingfilmsor membranes with good mechanical properties. For
example w e found that the D B S (aromatic structure) anion unlike D S or
PVS (aliphatics structure) can produce free standingfilmsof PPy with
good mechanical properties.
Using p-amino benzene sulfonate (ABS) no polymerisation occurred.
This was probably due to the nucleophilic nature of the electrolyte which
reacts with radical monomer cations formed during monomer oxidation
(see the mechanism of polymerisation in Chapter 1).
Benzene sulfonate (BS) and p-sulfobenzoate (SB) anions produced films
with poorer mechanical properties than PPy/PTS films. However, it was
observed that, the conductivity and mechanical properties of PPy/SB
improved considerably when gold foil was used as working electrode
instead of stainless steel

Anthraquinone disulfonic acid (ADS) electrolyte produced very britt
films fbnt rrmid nnt he neeled from the electrode as a membrane. Also,
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monomer solution immediately changed color when a constant current
was applied to initiate electropolymerisation.

The minimum thickness necessary to prepare PPy as free standing film
or membranes with adequate mechanical properties was found to be
4(im. Increasing the thickness had the effect of decreasing the
conductivity of the films. For example, the conductivity of PPy/PTS film
was found to be 80-85 S/cm at a thickness of 5(±l)ixm, 55-60 S/cm at a
thickness of 10(±l),um and 20-30 S/cm at a thickness of 18(±2)UJIL
4.3.1.1

Effect of synthesis temperature on membrane properties

The effect of electrolyte temperature on the conductivity of PPy/PTS
and some otherfilmshas been considered in this work. Results showing
the effect of synthesis temperature on the conductivity obtained for
PPy/PTSfilmsare shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Effect of synthesis temperature (Tsyn.) on electrical
conductivity (a) of PPy/PTS films prepared from aqueous solution*.

Tsvn (°C)

2

20

30

40

a (S/cm)

80

60

31

14

* The PPy films were prepared using constant current (2mA/cm?) as
described in section 4.2.3.1. The thickness of the polymer films was
5±l\im.
As the results in Table 4.1 show, the PPy films prepared at lower
temperatures are more conductive. At higher temperatures the
conductivity drops away. Therefore, it is possible to improve the
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conductivity of the grown films by controlling solution temperature at
the time of synthesis.
The effect of synthesis temperature on electrical conductivity of some
other polymers has also been investigated (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2

Effect of synthesis temperature on electrical conductivity

of polypyrrole films doped with different counterions*.

Anion

BS

PTS

SB

NDS

DBS

Ol (S/cm)

20

60

4

40

20

CT2 (S/cm)

45

80

8

45

25

* Polymer films were prepared as described in sec. 4.2.3.1. The
thickness of the films was 5-6{Jun..
(I) &1 indicates the conductivity of the polymer films synthesised at
25°C.
(H) &2 indicates the conductivity of the polymer films synthesised at
2°C
Improving the electrical conductivity and mechanical properties of the
PPy films by lowering the temperature of the electrolyte used for
synthesis has been reported by other investigators!55"56). At high
temperatures, it is possible that the m o n o m e r starts to self polymerise in
solution and the resulting soluble oligomers are incorporated in the
growing film, resulting in high defect densities (and therefore lower
conductivity). Reaction at high temperatures m a y enhance a side
reaction . Branching results in three-dimensional cross-linking, as well
as the formation of defects which result in lower film conductivity!55"
5

7). T h e S E M s obtained from PPy/PTS films synthesised at different

temperatures are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2
SEM of PPy/PTS films synthesised at: a) 2oC and b)
40°C. Conditions of synthesis were described in section 4.2.3.2.
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Our scanning electron microscopy ( S E M ) results have revealed that the
synthesis temperature affects the surface morphology of the polymer
(Figure 4.2). A s the results show (Figure 4.2) the size of nodules
appears to increase with higher synthesis temperature. The decrease in
conductivity with increasing synthesis temperature m a y arise from this
difference in morphologies.

4.3.2 Effect of thermal treatment on electrical conductivity of
the polypyrrole m e m b r a n e s

It was found that thermal treatment affects the electrical conductivity o
polypyrrole films. A s the results show (Table 4.3), the change in
conductivity through thermal treatment is greatly dependent on the
nature of the counterion incorporated during synthesis.
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Table 4.3
Effect of thermal treatment on conductivity (C-S/cm) o
polypyrrole membranes doped with different counterions:-

<5 =

(S/cm)

Anion

As grown

100OC

150°C

200OC

BS

45

49

52

40

PTS

80

96

108

112

HBS

no

115

123

no

SB

7

8

9

a

NDS

45

43

43

22

DBS

25

32

42

30

PVS

10

8

4

a

PVS/NDS

24

25

26

13

(i) conductivity was measured at room temperature after exposure
the temperatures listed using four point probe .

(a) Mechanical properties after thermal treatment were not adequate
allow conductivity of the films to be measured.

The conductivity of PPy/DBS after treatment at 150°C under N2 i
by about 60%. The same treatment resulted in a 3 6 % increase for PPy/PTS.
By contrast, a decay in conductivity of about 5 0 % was obtained for the
PPy/PVS film.
Thermal treatment of PPy/PTS membranes from room temperature to
200°C produced a 30-40% improvement in film conductivity.
Temperatures above 200°C however resulted a reversal of this trend. For
example, after heating at 250°C for 1 hr the conductivity of PPy/PTS
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dropped to 55 S/cm and after thermal treatment at 300°C it decreased
further to 20 S/cm.
As these results indicate, the conductivity of PPy/BS film is not stable at
temperatures at or above 200° C. There are differences in the thermal
stability of conductivity of PPy films doped with different arylsulfonates
due to the differences in the properties of the counterions (e.g. size,
geometry, charge, electronic structure).

The conductivity of PPy/HBS was almost unchanged when the polymer
was treated at up to 2 0 0 ° C under N 2 . however, after 250°Cits
conductivity was reduced by about 2 6 % . The major loss in conductivity
was observed when the polymer was treated at 300°C as a drop of 8 0 %
was measured. The T G A results indicated that the decay in conductivity at
T>250° the same as PPy/PTS (as shown in chapter 3), is mainly due to the
thermal decomposition of the polymer.
The conductivity of PPy/PVS was not very stable at relatively low
temperatures. The conductivity decreased by about 45-50% when the
polymer was treated at 150°C for 1 hr under N 2 . The degradation in
conductivity m a y not be always d u e to the degradation of the
polymer. The poor thermal stability of conductivity in PPy/PVS m a y be
due to the thermal degradation of the dopant
The improvement in electrical conductivity in polypyrrolefilmsby thermal
treatment is assumed to be due to annealing effects!90) which improve the
local ordering within the film. Annealing is a phase transition with
recrystallisation that has the effect of decreasing the numbers of defect
sites. Also, with thermal treatment, volatile trapped fragments (low M W
polymers or oligomers) or solvent which act as insultor gaps in the
polymer matrix are removed. This produces a more homogeneous and
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compact polymer surface. S o m e structural or morphology changes
resulting from the interactions of counterion with p o l y m e r at
elevated temperatures m a y also occur!96,100).
The effect of thermal treatment on conductivity of PPy films in air
atmosphere was then considered (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4
The effect of thermal treatment (in an air atmosphere) on
conductivity (a-S/cm) of PPy films doped with different counterions *.

PTS

HBS

NDS

PVS

oi (S/cm)

80

100

40

10

02 (S/cm)

90

100

21

8.5

03 (S/cm)

52

77

13

5

T(OQ

(i) (JI = Conductivity before thermal treatment, &2= Conductivity after
thermal treatment at 105°C for 1 hr, &3= Conductivity after thermal
treatment at 150°Cfor 1 hr.
(i) Polymer films were prepared as described in section 4.2.3.1. at room
temperature. Thermal treatment and conductivity measurements were
performed as described in chapter 2.
As shown in Table 4.4, PPy/PTS showed higher thermal stability than
PPy/NDS or PPy/PVS films in the air atmosphere but had poorer
stability than P P y / H B S films. However, the thermal stability of all
polymers examined was poor after exposure to elevated temperatures in
the oxidative atmosphere (air). For example, the conductivity of
PPy/PTS was stable up to 2 0 0 ° C in nitrogen. B y contrast, the
conductivity loss was about 7 5 % after one hour treatment at 200°C in
air (not shown in Table). T h e degradation of film conductivity at
elevated temperatures in air atmosphere has also been found to be
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extremely time dependent. For example, it w a s found that the
conductivity of PPy/PTS was 3 7 % lower after 1 hour and 7 5 % lower
after 2 hours of thermal treatment at 150°C in the air atmosphere.

It has been suggested that decreases in conductivity in air follow a firstorder reaction involving the formation of a carbonyl group (as shown in
Figure 4.3) which can act as an electron trap, leading to a decrease in
electrical conductivity. This mechanism m a y be more effective for those
polymers that have larger surface areas, e.g. chemically synthesised
polypyrroles!189).

X

/n X

/x

f [ I Jn/x
H

Figure 4.3 A suggested mechanism
conductivity in polypyrrole.

^

H

J

for oxidative degradation of

It m a y be concluded that the chemical reaction of the polymer with
oxygen in air is the main reason for conductivity loss in PPy films in air
environments. A s the results show, the dopant type plays an important
role in the degradation of electrical conductivity and thermal stability.
The importance of the counterion in determining the thermal stability of
PPy films has also been reported by others!96). It has been reported!96)
that degradation of film conductivity can be caused by any process that
changes or hinders the chain hopping conduction mechanism. Reaction
of the main polymer chain with oxygen, water, or damaging radiation
(e.g. u.v.) can lead to an irreversible loss of conjugation and therefore
conductivity.
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The effect of thermal treatment on the surface morphology of polymers
was then considered (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of PPy /PTS (a)
without thermal treatment (b) After thermal treatment at 150OCfor 1
hour under nitrogen.
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PPy/NDS, (c) and (d) as for (a) and (b) respectively
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The S E M results show that the surface morphology of PPy conducting
polymers is greatly influenced by the type of counterion used during
synthesis. These results also show that the structures of the PPy films are
not affected significantly by the thermal treatment in nitrogen (up to
150°C). This is in good agreement with our previous data (Table 4.3),
which indicated no decrease in film conductivity up to this point. It m a y
be difficult to detect minor morphological changes after thermal
treatment using this technique or low magnifications, however.
N o significant changes were observed for PPy/PTS films thermally
treated with temperatures of less than 300°C in nitrogen (not shown).
However, thermal treatment at 300°C resulted in a less ordered structure
accompanied by deterioration of mechanical properties due to the
chemical decomposition of the polymer (see the T G A results in Chapter
3).
4.3.3

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis ( T G A ) of polypyrrole

membranes
In this work free standing films of PPy were prepared as described in
section 4.2.3.1 at room temperature. Polymer samples for T G A
experiments were prepared under the same conditions and thickness.
Using T G A , the thermal stability of PPy films doped with different
counterions was then investigated as well as the thermal stability of the
counterions used for each polymer.
(i) PPy/BS and BS counterion
Thermograms (TG) obtained for PPy/BS and the N a B S are shown in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis of (a) PPy/BS, (b) NaBS.
Sample Weight -10mg; Rate of temperature increase -10 °Cmin,
N2
gasflowrate -80ml min'1Weight loss of polymer occured in two steps. The first weight loss
observed from 50-110°C is expected to be mainly due to the evaporation
of moisture or solvent The second mass loss are presumely due to the
decomposition of the polymer or dopant.The T G A results show (Figure
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4.5a) that the weight loss observed for temperatures of up to 250°C was
less than 10%. This m a y be attributed to a decrease in moisture content.
A greater weight loss was observed at a temperature of around 260°C.
From 250°C to 500°C a weight loss of 52-54% was observed. This may
be attributed to the breakdown of the polymer backbone.
Results from T G A studies clearly show that thermal degradation of
PPy/BS did not necessarily occur at the decomposition temperature of
the dopant or the counterion. The T G obtained for N a B S (Figure 4.5b)
indicated that this anion did not decompose even at 500°C. Similar
results have been obtained for P P y / H B S and H B S counterion (not
shown).
(ii) P P y / N D S and N D S counterion
The thermograms obtained for P P y / N D S and the N D S counterion are
shown in Figure 4.6. PPy/NDS, unlike benzenesulfonated counterions
(e.g. B S , PTS), decomposes at temperatures higher than the incorporated
dopant. This polymer was also more thermally stable than PPy films
doped with benzenesulfonated counterions.
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Figure 4.6 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis of (a) PPy/NDS and (b)
NaNDS.4H20. The TGA experimental conditions were as for Figure
4.5.
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As the T G A results in Figure 4.6a show, P P y / N D S was not stable at
temperatures of 200°C or higher. This is in good agreement with our
conductivity measurement (Table 4.3) where the conductivity decayed
by 5 0 % after treatment at 200OC. P P y / N D S and also the counterion
(NDS) were found more thermally sensitive than PPy/PTS and PTS. As
the T G A results show, the degradation of conductivity of this polymer at
200°C as shown previously, most likely is due to the chemical
decomposition of the polymer and counterion when exposed to elevated
temperatures.
(iii) PPy/DBS and D B S counterion
The thermograms obtained for PPy/DBS and the counterion (DBS) are
shown in Figure 4.7.
T G A results obtained for the D B S counterion (Figure 4.7b) shows that
the thermal decomposition of PPy/DBS occurs at a temperature below
the decomposition temperature of its counterion.
There was no major weight loss for PPy/DBS upon thermal treatment of
up to 240°C (Figure 4.7a). This is in good agreement with our
conductivity measurements (Table 4.3). The major weight loss observed
at 250°C was due to the decomposition of the polymer structure. It was
also noticed that the weight loss from room temperature to 110°C which
is attributed to the water content is less for this polymer than other tested
polymers. This m a y be due to the more hydrophobic nature of this
polymer.
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Figure 4.7 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) of: (a) PPy/DBS
and (b) NaDBS. TGA experimental conditions as given for Figure.
4.5.
Investigation of thermal stability of PPy films by using T G A it was
found that in all cases the polymer decomposed at temperatures below

the decomposition temperature of the dopant. The thermal degradation
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of polypyrrole films w a s also found to be dependent on the dopant
anion. In our investigation of thermal stability of PPy films using T G A ,
we have also found that the thermal stability of PPy films is affected by
some other factors such as method of synthesis; synthesis temperature;
solvent; thickness and the atmosphere of thermal treatment.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS
In the investigation of the effect of thermal treatment on electrical
conductivity of P P y films doped with different counterions, the
following conclusions m a y be drawn.
• The counterion incorporated into the polymer during preparation has
been found to have an important role in determining the thermal stability
of the polymer with regard to the electrical conductivity, electroactivity.
• Aromatic sulfonates (mainly Benzene sulfonates) produce polymer
films with higher thermal stability than those containing other
counterions (e.g. aliphatic, polymeric, and inorganic anions).
•The more thermally, chemically and electrochemically stable
counterions produce more thermally stable polymers. A n y chemical and
electrochemical interaction between dopant and polymer will result in
poor conductivity stability at elevated temperatures.

• The rate of thermal degradation of film conductivity is also very much
dependent on temperature, atmosphere and duration of heat exposure.

• The decay of PPy polymer conductivity occurs much faster in oxidative
atmospheres, such as air, compared to the decay observed in inert
atmospheres such as nitrogen.
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• The thermal treatment of polypyrrole conducting polymer films in the
inert atmosphere, can produce improvements in the electrical conductivity.
The increase in conductivity m a y be related to annealing effects which
improve the local ordering within the film and also fascilitate the removal
of non-polymeric impurities which become trapped in the polymer matrix
during growth. However, the amount of conductivity change is greatly
dependent on the nature of the dopant anion that is incorporated during
growth.
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON TRANSPORT
PROPERTIES OF POLYPYRROLE
MEMBRANES

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Polypyrrole conducting, electroactive polymers undergo ion exchange
during

oxidation/reduction. T h e ion exchange properties of

polypyrrole play an important role in many of its applications such as
separation, sensors, controlled drug-release and biomaterials!43).
A new concept of separation based on electrochemical interactions has
been developed for these new, electrically conductive polymer
membranes (called electromembranes)!194). These electromembranes
differs from the conventional ion exchange membranes due to the
nature of the separation mechanism. T h e separation in an
electromembrane is based on the use of the redox processes described
in chapter 3, while the separation in conventional ion-exchange
membrane relies on the relative ionic affinity of the compounds being
separated. It is this n e w mechanism of separation which provides a
unique opportunity for this new class of membranes! 194 )Many factors such as porosity, morphology, thickness, conductivity,
electroactivity, nature of ions in the solution, the cell design and the
electrochemical conditions all have a decisive effect on the transport
properties of conducting polymer membranes! 187 ' 192 ' 204 ). It has been
demonstrated that free standing polypyrrole and polyaniline conducting
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polymer films can be used as membranes to effect transport and
separation of ions!187-191-197). it has been shown! 4 9 ' 1 8 7 ) that the
counterion employed during synthesis has a large influence on the
mechanical, electrical and ion exchange properties of conductive
electroactive polymers. The interactions or affinity of these ions for
the polymer structure are also very important!188).
It has also been found that PPy membranes do not afford any
measureable transport of ions across them in the absence of an external
pulsed potential. Incorporation/expulsion of cations and anions is
induced only by application of potential!187).
By using the m e m b r a n e as a working electrode in a transport cell
selective transport of ions across the membrane and hence separation
of ions is readily achievable. A current limitation of the system is that
the flux across the non-porous films is quite small (of the order IO -9
mol/cm2sec).
Polypyrrole membranes were synthesised electrochemically using
different counterions. The counterions were selected from the previous
investigations in chapter 4, which produced polymers with good
mechanical properties and electrical conductivity in order to be used as
stand alone films or membranes.
It was found that the P P y membranes (PPy/PTS) prepared from
propylene carbonate (a non-aqueous solvent) had pin-holes. This can be
due to the low conductivity of organic solvents and hence considerable
iR drop, which decreases the reproducibility and the possibility of
preparing pin-hole free membranes. Consequently, PPy membranes
for transport experiments were prepared from aqueous solution.
Moreover, it has been indicated that PPy films prepared from aqueous
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solution are more porous than their non-aqueous counterparts!81).
Higher porosity seems to be more desirable for transport of ions across
the polymer membranes.
In this work, the effect of temperature and thermal treatment on
transport properties of these m e m b r a n e s were investigated.
Investigations in earlier chapters of this thesis have indicated that
thermal treatment m a y in certain circumstance have an annealing effect
on the polymer, resulting in an enhancement of conductivity. This is an
important factor in the ion exchange and transport of ions.
The anions used for preparation of PPy membranes were sodium salts
of p-toluene sulfonate (PTS) p-hydroxybenzene sulfonate (HBS), pdodecylbenzene sulfonate (DBS), 1,5 naphthalene disulphonate (NDS),
and dodecyl sulphate (DS).
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV), Resistometry, Quartz Crystal Microbalance
( Q C M ) techniques were used in this work for investigation of ion
movement properties in polypyrrole conducting polymers during the
oxidation/reduction processes at different solution temperatures.
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL
5.2.1

Reagents and solutions

All reagents and chemicals used for electropolymerisation were A R
grade and have already been described in the experimental section of
chapter 4 (4.3.2.1).
5.2.2 Instrumentation
An electrochemical cell employing a three electrode system (Figure
2.2) was used for preparation of PPy membranes.
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The electrochemical cell used for transport experiments with
controlled potential and controlled temperature is shown in chapter 2
(Figure 2.8). The same cell set up was used for resistometry studies on
polymer membranes throughout the work.
Atomic Absorption spectroscopy (AAs, varian Spect AA20) was used
for analysis of potassium ( K + ) ions.
5.2.3 Procedures
5.2.3.1 Preparation of PPy membranes
Electropolymerisation was carried out from a solution (180ml)
containing 0.20 M pyrrole and 0.05M counterion (sodium salt) in
water at room temperature. Electropolymerisation was carried out as
described in chapter 4 (sec. 4.2.3.2).
The membranes prepared for transport experiments had surface area
of 3 0 c m 2 (5cm x 6 c m dimensions) and a thickness of 8+lu.m This
thickness was found to be suitable for our specific transport
experiments.
The electrolyte and m o n o m e r solutions were prepared freshly and
deoxygenated with high purity N 2 gas before polymerisation. From
each solution batch, 3 or 4 membranes were prepared. Since the
concentration of soluble oligomeric species increased with each
polymerisation, this eventually resulted in the production of
membranes with decreased conductivity and an increased number of
pin holes.
After polymerisation, the electrodes coated with polymer were soaked
in distilled water for 20 min in order to remove any remaining
monomer, electrolyte, and any impurities such as oligomers. The
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polymer w a s peeled from the electrode using a sharp blade. T h e
membranes were then dried at room temperature. After drying, they
were checked using a light source for pin holes before being used for
transport experiments.
5.2.3.2 Thermal treatment of membranes
Thermal treatment of PPy/PTS membranes was carried out under
nitrogen atmosphere for one hour at 150°C. T h e instruments for
thermal treatment have already been shown in chapter 2 (sec.2.6).
5.2.3.3 Transport experiment
The electrochemical cell set up used for transport experiments and the
procedures employing have already been described in chapter 2 (sec.
2.5).
In all of these experiments, the growth side of the polymer was
exposed to the source solution and the plate side of the polymer was
exposed to the receiver solution. The pulse width was 25sec for both
oxidation and reduction potentials. Sampling from the receiver side
was carried out every 20 minutes unless otherwise mentioned.
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.3.1

Characterisation of PPy membrane

using cyclic

voltammetry (CV) and cyclic resistometry (CR) techniques.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was first used to characterise the redox
properties of the polymer membrane (Figure 5.1).
Resistometry was used to measure the resistance changes of the
polymer as it is switched between the oxidised and reduced states
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(Figure 5.1). Using these techniques the switching potentials can also
be ascertained.
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Figure 5.1 Simultaneous CV and CR of PPy/PTS
membrane
(prepared as described in sec. 5.2.3.1). The CV and CR experiments
were carried out in transport cell ( shown in Figure 2.11) and in a
solution of 0.2 M KCI Scan rate = 5mV/sec. The film thickness was
8±lfJm.
The redox peaks corresponding to anion and cation
expulsion/incorporation have been lablled by (A/A') and (B/B')
respectively. The redox reaction of the film becomes more difficult
as the thickness increases (see A/A'). It has also been reported
previously!69) that the peak separation and broadening increases with
increasing the thickness.
In this work it was also found that in spite of the great differences in
the surface morphology of the growth (porous) and plate (very
smooth) side in PPy films, the C V or C R data obtained from both
sides of the polymer did not show significant differences. O n the
other hand the electrochemical behaviour of PPy films is independent
of the morphology or thickness.
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The increase in resistance is attributed to the changing of PPy from
oxidised (PPy + ) form to reduced (PPy 0 ) which is accompanied by
anion expulsion and/or cation incorporation. Increases in the
resistance of the polymer during reduction has been indicated to be
associated with a cation insertion process!198).
As the CR in Figure 5.1 shows the resistance of the polymer increases
during reduction (applying negative potential) and decreases during the
oxidation of polymer. Polypyrrole films change into a non-conductive
state w h e n a potential more negative than -0.80 V versus Ag/AgCI is
applied. A s the C V and C R results in Figure 5.1 show, the large
increase in resistance of the polymer occurs at a potential where the
cation insertion peak appears (B') and the resistance decreases as the
cation is expelled (B).
The suitable switching potentials required for any specific transport
application can be easily found using C V , C R and E Q C M techniques A
typical example of an effective electrochemical reaction (Figure 5.2)
and deterioration of electroactivity of PPy film due to the application
of more positive potentials (+1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCI) is illustrated below:
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Figure 5.2 Cyclic voltammogram of PPy/PTS switched at different
potentials. Scan rate=20mV/s. Supporting electrolyte^ 0.2 M NaCl
As the CV results in Figure 5.2 show, the redox activity of the
polymer decreased w h e n the anodic potential was scanned to +1.0 V
but was remained reversible when the anodic potential was scanned to
below +0.60 V. It has been reported previously(28) that exposure to
potentials greater 1 V vs Ag/AgCI, or prolonged electrolysis of PPy at
+0.8 V vs Ag/AgCI will lead to oxidative degradation of polymer. The
overoxidation potential of PPy films seems to be less dependent on the
nature of counterion, since the same results were obtained for
PPy/HBS or PPy/PVS polymers.
Using C V characterisation, it was found that the electrolyte employed
for switching is important in determining the redox activity of PPy
films. For example PPy/PTS showed good electroactivity (well defined
redox peaks) in N a C l or N a N 0 3 . The redox activity of PPy/PTS was
decreased considerably when N a D B S was employed as supporting
electrolyte. This indicates that monovalent ions can easily penetrate
into the polymer (due to their size and charge), and facilitate the
reduction/oxidation processess. Since redox reactions of P P y
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conducting polymers involve incorporation/expulsion of both cations
and anions of supporting electrolyte, so, the electroactivity of PPy
films is obviously affected by the nature of both cations and anions
(e.g.size, charge, electroactivity) present in supporting electrolyte.
Since the data obtained were not related to temperature effect, so they
are not shown here. It was found that the redox activity of PPy films
decayed when the polymer was switched in electrolytes containing
multivalent or bulky ions compared with monovalent or small size
ions.
5.3.2 Transport studies using polypyrrole membranes at
different solution temperatures
In this section the effect of solution temperature on the transport
properties of PPy membranes doped with different counterions has
been considered. The transport cell was as described in chapter 2
(Figure 2.). For the purpose of this w o r k

the following

electrochemical conditions were used
In all of these experiments a solution of 0.2M KCI was used in the
source side. The growth side of the polymer was exposed toward
source solution. Then the measurement of the concentration of
potassium ( K + ) ions in the receiver solution was used as a probe
for determining the effect of solution temperature on the transport
properties of PPy membranes.
In order to gain a clear understanding of the effect of electrolyte
temperature on transport properties of polypyrrole films, cyclic
voltammetry, resistometry, E Q C M techniques were employed.
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(i) PPy/PTS membranes
The results obtained from the transport experiments using PPy/PTS
membranes show that the rate of transport decreased with increasing
solution temperature (Figure 5.3).

O

s
o
c
o

U

150

Time(rain)
Figure 5.3 Electrochemically controlled transport of KCI across
PPy/PTS membranes at two different electrolyte temperatures.
Electrochemical set-up: Each compartment 80 cm$ separated by
membrane. Three electrode system in source compartment (membrane
working electrode). Pulsed potential applied +0.6 V to -1.0 V; pulse
width of 25 sec applied for 60 min. (between bars on the graphs).
Source compartment 0.2M KCI; receiver compartment deionised
water.
Similar temperature effects on K+ transport were observed when
PPy/HBS and PPy/NDS membranes (having mobile counterions) were
used as working electrodes in transport cell (not shown). Only the
results obtained for PPy/PTS as a typical example possessing more
mobile counterion are discussed.
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The chronoamperograms ( C A ) recorded during the transport
experiment at different temperatures using a PPy/PTS membrane are
shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Choronoamperograms
(CA) obtained for PPy/PTS
recorded during their transport studies at 2°C and 60°C. Pulsed
potential applied between +0.6 and -1.0V. Pulse widths= 25 sec.
As the CA results show, with increasing temperature, the current
responses observed during reduction of the polymer increased and then
declined. However, the current responses observed during oxidation
did not change considerably. The increase in current responses during
reduction m a y be is attributed to easier cation incorporation or anion
release processes at higher electrolyte temperatures. However, the
current responses during reoxidation, which is due to the cation
expulsion or anion incorporation processes, did not increase. This can
be due to the decrease in doping capability and also electrical
conductivity of the polymer film due to the replacement of P T S
counterions with Cl - during repetitive reduction-oxidation of the
polymer in KCI supporting electrolyte.
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The resistance changes of the polymer membranes (PPy/PTS) with
application of pulsed potentials at 2 and 60°C were then considered
(Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5 The resistance changes observed for
PPy/PTS
membranes at different solution temperatures recorded during
applyication of pulse potentials (pw=25sec). The conditions were as
given in Figure 5.3.
The increase in resistance of the polymer at 60°C (Figure 5.5) and
some decay in the electroactivity (as shown in chapter 3) or the
doping property (as shown in Figure 5.4) might be possible
reasons

for decreased

transport

properties

of

PPy/PTS

membrane with increasing the solution temperature.
The EQCM technique was also employed for further investigation of
the effect of temperature on the mass transport properties of PPy/PTS
(Figures 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 Mass changes of PPy/PTS versus potential at different
cell (shown in
solution temperatures. Polymer was prepared in EQCM
chapter 2) by applying constant current (ImAlcm?) in a solution of
0.2M pyrrole and 0.05M PTS. Scan rate-20mVls. 0.2 M KCI was used
as supporting electrolyte.
As the EQCM results in Figure 5.6 show, PPy/PTS membrane has both
anion and cation exchange characteristics. The mass initially decreases
upon reduction according to equations indicated previously (in chapter
3) then at more negative potentials mass increases slightly (regions B )
as cations are incorporated The mass increases upon oxidation (regions
A ) as anions are incorporated.
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As the above results show, the mass transport characteristics of
PPy/PTS has been changed at 60°C. The anion incorporation peaks
(regions A ) became smaller. In addition, the potentials in which the
anion and cations are m o v e d in and out of the polymer are also
changed. The decrease in anion exchange properties as well as some
decrease in electroactivity (shown in chapter 3) and increase in
resistance (shown in Figure 5.5) at high temperatures might be possible
reasons for decreasing the flux through the membrane at 60°C.
The polymer becomes predominantly a cation exchanger when exposed
to high solution temperature. It m a y be concluded that the decrease in
flux with increasing temperature is more likely due to change in
anion/cation incorporation capabilities or decay in conductivity of the
polymer at 60°C.
As our present and later results will indicate, the anion exchange
properties which is normally observed in the case of small counterions
(mobile) as well as the cation movements in and out of the polymer
during reduction/oxidation seem to be predominant factors in the
controlled potential transport of cations across the PPy membranes.
(ii) PPy/DBS
It was interesting to note that when a PPy membrane doped with an
immobile counterion such as dodecyl benzenesulfonate (DBS) was used
for controlled potential transport experiments at two different solution
temperature (Figure 5.7), the results obtained were different from PPy
membranes doped with more mobile counterions such as PTS, H B S or
NDS.
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Figure 5.7 Electrochemically controlled transport of KCI across
PPy/DBS membranes. Transport experiments was carried out as
mentioned for PPy/PTS in Figure 5.3.
The poor transport properties of PPy/DBS membrane (at 2°C) with
compared to PPy/PTS membranes can be due to the differences in the
mobility of counterion or the structural morphology of the polymers.
As our S E M results have shpwed that PPy/DBS films have very dense
structure. PPy/DBS is less porous than PPy/PTS. The plate side of this
polymer is also m u c h smoother than the plate side of the PPy/PTS
membranes.
Transport of cations normally occurs with anions, so if the polymer
has an immobile counterion, the associated flux will be very low.
Increasing the temperature, most likely increases the mobility of the
counterions, so some anion movements probably is induced. A s w e
suggest, anion movement is necessary for salt transport to occur.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and EQCM results obtained for polymers
doped with mobile counterions (small size), show that during
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reduction, electroneutrality can be maintained by expulsion of
counterions or by incorporation of cations The kinetics of redox
processes in polypyrrole films doped with immobile counterions such
as D B S or P V S (in composites) are mainly governed by diffusion of
the cations and anions of the supporting electrolyte, while the large
surfactant anions remain immobilised in the polymer structure!7^^).
When PPy/DBS membranes were used, no transport was observed at
room temperature or lower. As the E Q C M results of PPy/DBS shows,
during reduction/oxidation processes, the D B S

anions remain

immobilized in the polymer matrix and only the cations are m o v e d in
and out during redox reactions. Then it m a y be concluded that in order
to induce the transport of ions across the polymer, the polymer should
have anion exchange properties as well as cation movements. Transport
of cations is subject to having an anion exchange properties in addition
to cation exchange properties in the polymer since the transport of
cations occurs with anions in order to maintain charge balance in
receiver solution. Increasing the temperature increases the mobility of
counterions in the case of PPy/DBS, so some improvement in transport
is observed at 60°C.
The chronoamperograms recorded during transport experiment at 2
and 60°C with PPy/DBS are shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Choronoamperograms obtained for PPy/DBS recorded
during the transport studies at 2 and 60°C. Pulsed potential applied
between +0.6 and -1 V. Pulse widths^ 25 sec. The other conditions
were the same given in Figure 5.3.
In the case of polymers doped with immobile counterions like
PPy/DBS, the currents responses due to both oxidation and reduction
increased considerably (Figure 5.8). This is incontrast to PPy/PTS that
only the reduction currents were increased with increasing
temperature.
The measurement of the resistance changes of polymer during
application pulse potential at two different temperature w a s then
considered (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9 Resistance changes of PPy/DBS during applied pulsed
potential at different temperatures.The experimental conditions were
the same given in Figure 5.5.
The resistance of the PPy/DBS polymer at negative potentials
decreased w h e n the electrolyte solution temperature was increased
from 2 ° C to 6 0 ° C (Figure 5.9). In the case of PPy/PTS, the opposite
was observed (Figure 5.5).
The mass changes of PPy/DBS at these two temperatures were also
studied using Q C M technique (Figure 5.10)
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Figure 5.10 Mass changes of PPy/DBS versus potential. Preparation
conditions and other experimental conditions were as used for
PPy/PTS in Figure 5.6.
E Q C M experiments on P P y / D B S at 2 ° C show only cation m o v e m e n t
during reduction and oxidation (see point A ) . N o changes in mass due
to anion m o v e m e n t was observed (point B ) . However, at 6 0 ° C the
massogram changed dramatically. A t 6 0 ° C there is some anion
exchange occuring as seen by the mass increase on oxidation
(region B ) and decrease on reduction. The second mass changes
observed in massogram of PPy/DBS obtained at 60°C (region A )
corresponds to the cation movements.
The mobility of D B S

ions in polymer seems to increase with

increasing temperature. Inducing anion exchange behaviour, as well
as decreasing the resistance of the polymer, are the most likely reasons
for increasing the flux with increased temperature. It was interesting
to note that the same behaviour was observed w h e n a composite film of
PPy was used in transport experiments at different temperatures. In the
composite film (PPy/PVS), no cation transport was observed at 2 ° C
but w h e n the polymer was employed at 60°C, some cation transport
occured (not shown).
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It might be concluded that the flux generally decreased with decreasing
the mobility of the counterion. Increasing the mobility of counterion
increases the flux of ions. This has been confirmed in our further
experiments in this study.
The poor transport properties of P P y / D B S membranes compared to
PPy/PTS might be also partially due to the differences in their
morphology. As our S E M results (Figure 5.11 ) show PPy/DBS films
have very dense and smooth structure. This m a y decrease the
permeability of ions through the polymer membrane. More dense or
less porous structures seems to be less desireable for diffusion or
transport.
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Figure 5.11 SEM photographs of the solution sides of (a) PPy/PTS
and (b) PPy/DBS. Polymer samples were prepared as described before
(Sec. 5.2.3.1).
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Figure 5.11 Continued: SEM photographs of the plate sides of (a)
PPy/PTS and (b) PPy/DBS. Polymer samples were prepared as
described before (Sec. 5.2.3.1).
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As the S E M photographs show, the plate side of the PPy films is
usually very smooth unlike the growth or solution side that is usually
porous. In the case of P P y / D B S both sides of polymer seem more
dense than PPy/PTS films.
In consideration of the effect of the size or mobility of counterion in
transport properties of PPy membranes, PPy/PTS membranes were
then prepared in the presence of a small amount of D S surfactant (a
less mobile counterion). The effect of solution temperature on the
transport properties of this polymer (PPy/PTS/DS) was then
investigated (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12 Controlled potential transport of KCI across of
PPyZPTS(DS) membrane. The polymer was prepared using 0.2M
pyrrole in a solution of 0.04M NaPTS and 0.01M NaDS .Solution side
of the polymer was exposed to source solution. The other experimental
conditions for transport were as used for Figure 5.3.
As the results show (Figure 5.12) the flux of K+ decreased when a less
mobile counterion (DS) was incorporated into the polymer (compared
with PPy/PTS in Figure 5.3). The transport of K + ions observed in
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this polymer is mainly attributed to the presence of P T S (a mobile
counterion) as predominant counterion in the polymer membrane.
With increasing electrolyte temperature, the flux however increased.
This was most likely due to the increased mobility of the D S anions at
the elevated temperatures (as the C V results have also shown in chapter
3).
Using S E M it has been indicated that D S surfactant increases the
porosity of the polymer(203) F r o m our present results, it m a y be
concluded that the porosity of the polymer is not a dominant factor in
controlled poential transport properties of the PPy membranes.
The Chronoamperograms recorded during the transport experiment is
shown in Figure 5.13.

i red.
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42 mA
- >

15min.
i oxid.

Figure 5.13 Choronoamperograms
obtained for
PPy/PTS,DS
recorded during transport studies at 2 and 60°C. The currents wree
recorded using an X-Y recorder. The Pulse potential applied between
+0.60 and -1 V. Pulse widths^ 25 sec.
The current responses due to both reduction and oxidation steps
increased with temperature as observed for PPy/DBS.
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The effect of solution temperature on the ion exchange properties of
PPy/DS was further investigated using the E Q C M technique (Figure
5.14).
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Figure 5.14 The mass changes of PPyDS versus potential. Polymer
was deposited in a solution of 0.2Mpyrrole and 0.05M sodium dodecyl
sulfate as electrolyte using galvanostatic method (current density of
1mA/cm2)
in EQCM
cell. Supporting electrolyte-0.2M KCI, Scan
rate = 20mV/sec.
Electropolymerisation of pyrrole in the presence of P T S and D S ions
will be involved with incorporation of both anions. From the C V data
it can be found that the DS counterion is less mobile than PTS but
more mobile than DBS counterion. Therefore it is expected that
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incorporation of D S anion in PPy/PTS membrane should decrease the
percent of mobile sites and, therefore, decrease the flux with compared
to PPy/PTS membrane without D S counterion. The transport results in
Figure 5.12 confirm this claim. The increase in flux at 60°C m a y be
attributed to increased anion movement into/out of the polymer at
higher temperatures.
It is intresting to mension that when PPy/PTS membrane was prepared
in the presence of some other additives such as sulfate ion the polymer
membrane seemed more porous or rough (by visual inspection and
S E M ) but the flux did not improve. In the case of sulfate ion, the flux
decreased considerably. The decrease in flux most likely is attributed
to the decrease in conductivity and electroactivity of the polymer
membrane due to the presence of sulfate ions incorporated during
synthesis of PPy/PTS.
The effect of solution temperature on the cation transport of bilayer
membranes of PPy made from PPy/PTS and PPy/DBS layers gave the
same results observed for PPy/PTS(DS) membrane.
Therefore, the mobility of the counterion seems to be a dominant
factor in determining the controlled potential transport properties of
the PPy membranes. The mobility of counterion or ion exchange
properties of PPys are affected by solution temperature.
5.3.3.2 Effect of thermal treatment on transport properties
of P P y / P T S m e m b r a n e s
The thermally treated polymer (PPy/PTS) membrane was used for
transport experiments and the results are shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 a) Without thermal treatment, b) After 150° C for one
hour under N2. Pulse potentials applied were between +0.70 and -1.0
volts. The experiment was carried out at room temperature. Volume of
cell solutions were 60ml. The other conditions were as given in Figure
5.3.
W e have already shown (Table 4.2, Chapter 4) that thermal treatment
of PPy/PTS films at 1 5 0 ° C leads to an increase in the dry state
conductivity of the film by as m u c h as 30-40%.
Cyclic voltammetry ( C V ) and resistometry (CR) results indicate that
the conductivity and electroactivity of the polymer heated to reasonable
temperatures under nitrogen improved (Figure 5.16). It was thought
that this enhanced conductivity and the accompanying ion movement
into and out of the polymer could be utilised to increase the flux of
target species being transported through the film.
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Figure 5.16 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and cyclic resistometry (CR)
of PPy/PTS deposited on glassy carbon electrode before heat treatment
and after heat treatment at 150°C. Thermal treatment was carried out
for 1 hr under N2 Polymer was prepared as described in experimental
section of Chapter 3. The CV and CR were recorded in a solution of
0.2M KCI as supporting electrolyte. Scan rate=20mV/sec.
Thermal treatment decreased the resistance of the polymer which is in
good agreement with previous dry state conductivity measurements of
PPy/PTS (see Table 4.3).
It was found that although thermal treatment of P P y membranes
improves conductivity or electroactivity of polymer, it decreases the
flexibility and the mechanical properties. In addition, the polymer
membranes are more susceptible to pin holes after thermal treatment.
A substantial decay in mechanical properties occurs even after 200°C
(decreased from 60 M P a to 28 M P a ) . Moisture is assumed to have a
plasticising effect on the polymers. W h e n the polymer is exposed to
very high temperature, the water is removed irreversibly from the
polymer and the flexibility of the film decreases.
As the results show thermal treatment of PPy membranes does not
increase the flux of ion transport across the polymer membrane. This
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may be due to the increase in the density or rigidity of the polymer.
These results are in the line with our previous results in chapter 3
where it was shown that thermal treatment decreases the counterion
movements in and out of the PPy/PTS. Since the mobility of
counterion has determining effect on transport properties of PPy
membranes, so it is predicted that the flux would be lowered.
In order to obtain efficient transport through PPy membranes, high
electroactivity, electrical conductivity (then less iR drop), both
anion/cation incorporation/expulsion and mobility of counterion are
the most important factors.
Transport experiments carried out using PPy membranes doped with
the polymeric counterion polyvinylsulfonate (PVS) in spite of the
strong cation exchange characteristics of this polymer, the flux of K +
observed at room temperature or lower was very low. The flux
increased when the temperature increased to 60°C (similar behaviour
to PPy/DBS) This result also indicates that immobile counterions
decrease the transport property of PPy membranes. The flux will also
decrease if the affinity of the counterions to cations involved in
transport is high. This affinity m a y be lowered by increasing the
solution temperature.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS
Investigations of the effect of the counterion and the solution
temperature on transport properties of PPy conducting polymers leads
to the following results:
• Electroactive conducting Polypyrrole membranes with high
conductivity and mechanical properties can be prepared for controlled
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potential transport of ions using aryl sulfonated counterions such as
PTS, H B S or N D S .
• It was found that the counterion used during preparation of
polypyrrole m e m b r a n e has a determining effect on transport
properties of the resulting polymers.
• Polypyrroles doped with mobile counterions showed better transport
properties of ions at different operating temperatures than polymer
doped with immobile dopants.
• Polypyrrole membranes doped with large size (low mobility)
counterions like D B S " have very poor ion transport properties across
the polymer. Mobility of counterion, to contribute to ion exchange, is
the prime necessity of application of a polypyrrole membrane in
transport of ions with controlled potential.
• Increasing solution temperature during transport did not increase the
K+

flux through polypyrrole membranes doped with mobile

counterion e.g. PTS". However, the increase in electrolyte temperature
improved the flux slightly w h e n PPy m e m b r a n e doped with an
immobile counterion (e.g. D B S " ) is used.
• Thermal treatment of PPy membranes did not lead to any
improvement in the transport properties of PPy CEP's. This m a y be
due to the increase in the rigidity or decrease in the porosity of the
polymer after thermal treatment. In addition, m a n y difficulties with
mechanical properties after thermal treatment were encountered. It
was not possible to routinely treat the membrane and maintain the
integrity of the material, with pin-hole effect being c o m m o n after
thermal treatment.
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• Chronoamperograms ( C A ) recorded during transport experiments
using P P y membranes doped with mobile counterions showed that
increasing temperature of the electrolyte solution increases the current
responses during the reduction process (anion expulsion or cation
incorporation). In the case of immobile counterions, by increasing
electrolyte temperature the current responses due to both
reduction/oxidation are increased and the increase in reduction
currents was more than oxidation currents.
• EQCM

studies on P P y / D B S , PPy/PTS at different solution

temperatures have indicated that the mass transport properties of the
polymer is changed after exposure to elevated temperatures.
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CHAPTER 6
EFFECT OF THERMAL TREATMENT ON
ELECTROACTIVITY OF POLYANILINE
CONDUCTING POLYMERS

6.1 INTRODUCTION
M a n y applications of P A n conducting polymers (e.g. batteries,
electrochromic devices) involve the redox properties of these
polymers! 1 4 5 ). For battery applications, the thermal stability of the
material is very important!160).
The effect of thermal treatment on the well k n o w n oxidation/reduction
processes observed with P A n conducting polymers is of particular
importance.
It was our aim to study the thermal stability of both chemical and
electrochemically prepared polyanilines since both processing
techniques are employed depending on the area of application.
In this study, a series of polyanilines coated on electrodes (glassy
carbon) were prepared and the effect of thermal treatment on the
electrochemical activity of the polymers was studied. Polyaniline was
also synthesised chemically and then cast from N M P as a membrane in
order to study the effects of thermal treatment on the electrical
conductivity.
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Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was also carried out on a series of
polyaniline samples prepared electrochemically or chemically in the
form of powder or cast films.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL
6.2.1

Reagents and Standard Solutions

All reagents used for chemical and electrochemical polymerisation of
polyaniline were Analytical Reagent grade (AR) chemicals and were
prepared in deionised distilled water. Ammonium persulphate
(NH4)2S208, Aniline, ammonia (NH3) and HCI were purchased from
BDH. 1-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidinone (NMP) was purchasedfromAldrich.
Aniline was distilled prior to use and stored in the fridge. All other
chemicals were used as purchased.
6.2.2

Instrumentation

All instruments used for electropolymerisation and characterisation
have been described in chapter 2.
6.2.3

Procedures

6.2.3.1 Electrochemical synthesis of polyaniline
Electropolymerisation was carried out using 0.4M offreshlydistilled
aniline in a solution of 1M HCI. A constant potential (0.80 V versus
Ag/AgCI) or potentiodynamic method (scanning the potential between
-0.2 and +0.900 V, scan rate 20mV/sec) was employed. Glassy Carbon
(0.2cm2 surface area) electrodes were used as the working electrodes.
Before deposition of polymer, they were polished with 0.3 u\m alumina
(Leco) slurry on a polishing pad (Leco) and then washed with copious
quantities of water. Platinium (gauze) was used as the auxiliary
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electrode, and a Ag/AgCI in 3 M NaCl electrode was used as the
reference throughout this work.
For thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA), electropolymerisation of
polyaniline was carried out using the same cell used for preparation of
polypyrrole membranes (Figure 2.1) but a platinium (Pt) plate was
employed as working electrode.
The reduced form of the polymer for T G A experiments was obtained
by applying a negative potential of -0.2V to the polymer electrode
coated in 1 M HCI.
6.2.3.2 Chemical Preparation of polyaniline
Polyaniline was synthesised chemically using a modified procedure to
that reported previously!78'87).
4 ml (or 43 mmole) of freshly distilled aniline was dissolved in 200 ml
of 1.2M H C I and precooled to 0°C. Thefinalconcentration of acid was
1 M after dissolving the aniline. Then 10 g of (NH4)2S208 (40 mmole)
of oxidant was dissolved separately in 100 ml of 1 M H C I solution.
Oxidant solution was added dropwise from a burette into a well stirred
monomer solution at 0-2°C. The reaction solution was deoxygenated
during polymerisation by continuously purging with N 2 gas.
Polymerisation occurred slowly when the oxidant was added. Reaction
was allowed to continue for another 1 hr after complete addition of the
oxidant solution. Then the polymer powder was filtered, washed
completely with distilled water and dried at room temperature.
2g of the chemically prepared polyaniline powder (EB) was added to
500 m l of I M N H 4 O H

solution and stirred for lhr at room

temperature. The product was thenfilteredand washed with water and
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methanol and ether in order to remove any possible impurities. The
powder was collected and dried at 6 0 ° C for lhr under N 2 before
dissolving in N M P for casting.
The free standing films of the emeraldine base form of polyaniline
were prepared, by slowly adding lg of dried (under vacuum at 5 5 ° C
for 6 hr) of finely ground emeraldine base (EB) into 80 ml of well
stirred N M P solvent. The solution was stirred vigorously for 2 hr at
room temperature (the colour of the solution changed very quickly to
deep blue). It was filtered through a Buchner funnel usingfilterpaper
to remove undissolved materials. After filtration no insoluble material
was

observed in the filtrate.

For the casting of polymer as a membrane the solution was poured into
a clean, dry petri glass dish and the solvent was allowed to evaporate at
55-60°C for 24 hr in an air oven connected to a high power vacuum
hood for removing the N M P solvent (BP=80-82°C at l O m m H g ) . The
polymer film was removed by soaking the dish in water and was
treated at 7 0 ° C under vacuum for another 12hr. The cast film was
washed with water and methanol and dried at room temperature before
doping.
In order to dope the P A n membranes, they were left in 1 M H C I for 24
hr at r o o m temperature. The acid doped membranes were dried at
room temperature before characterisation.
The undoped form of polyaniline was obtained by placing the film in a
solution of 1 M N H 3 for 24 hr at room temperature.
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6.3.2.3 Thermal treatment
The procedure and instruments used for thermal treatment have been
described in chapter 2.

6.3.3 CHARACTERISATION
Cyclic voltammetry ( C V ) , four-point probe, thermal gravimetric
analysis ( T G A ) techniques have been used for electroactivity, electrical
conductivity and thermal stability of polymer samples respectively. The
procedures have been described in chapter 2.
6.3 RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
6.3.1

Electropolymerisation of polyaniline

In the course of this work polyanilines were prepared in the presence
of HCI. For electrochemical deposition of PAn, the growth potential of
polyaniline was first determined using cyclic voltammetry ( C V )
method (Figure 6.1). Polymer samples were prepared employing the
potentiostatic method because of the greater control which can be
achieved over the electrode potential.
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Figure 6.1 Cyclic voltammograms (CV) recorded during growth
for polyaniline. Scan rate- 20mV/sec. Electropolymerisation was
carried out using a solution ofOAM aniline in 1 M HCI. Glassy carbon
was used as the working electrode.
From the C V recorded during electrodeposition, it was found that a
suitable potential for potentiostatic (CP) growth of polymer was 0.8 V
(see Figure 6.1). Below this potential, the rate of oxidation was too

low. Anodic polarization at potentials more than 0.8 V, causes
oxidation leading to gradual degradation of polymer film!200).
6.3.2

R e d o x behaviour of Polyaniline

A typical cyclic voltammogram ( C V ) of a polyaniline sample prepared
electrochemically is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 Typical cyclic voltammogram
(CV) of Polyaniline
synthesised electrochemically (Eapp.= 0.80 V versus Ag/AgCI) from a
solution of 0.4M aniline and 1M HCI. CV was recorded after growth in
1M HCI as supporting electrolyte. Glassy carbon was used as the
working electrode. Scan rate was 20 mV/s.
The responses observed (A/A') and C/C) are due to the reactions
described in equations 6.1 to 6.3(138>145):
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-<oMo>-4 («>
(6.2)

:—

(63)

(6.4)

Upon electrochemical doping, delocalised positive charges form along
the P A n chains. Electroneutrality is maintained by the incorporation of
anions from solution! 1 9 1). Initial electrochemical responses occur
without loss or gain of protons, however, the second electrochemical
response involves protonation and deprotonation.
The middle peak (B/B') ~ 0.5V in the cathodic scan can be related to
the formation of quinones (mostly benzoquinone) as a consequence of a
hydrolysis reaction (as shown in equation.6.4 and 6.5)!200).

HO-/0y(6.5)

0H
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W h e n polyaniline (PAn) is employed as a practical material in
applications using its electrochemical redox processes, non-aqueous
systems have been found more effective than aqueous systems since
hydrolysis can be minimised!199).
Simultaneous measurement of the resistance of polyaniline during
cyclic voltammetry analysis showed that P A n is less conductive in the
fully reduced and fully oxidised states. It is conductive w h e n it is
partially oxidised and is the most conductive state when it is 5 0 %
reduced and 5 0 % oxidised.
6.3.2.1 Effect of supporting electrolyte temperature
In this study, polyanilines were synthesised in the presence of either
HCI or H 2 S O 4 as electrolytes at 5°C. A glassy carbon electrode was
used as the working electrode. The electrode coated polymers (PAn/Cl)
were dried at R T , and then treated at different temperatures in solution
of 0.5M H 2 S O 4 for 20min. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded after
cooling at room temperature.
The results obtained for PAn/Cl are shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Cyclic voltammograms of PAn/Cl in a solution of 0.5M
H2SO4. Polymer was synthesised as described in the experimental
section. Scan rate- 20 mV/sec.
The results obtained show (Figure 6.3) that the electroactivity of
PAn/Cl is compromised seriously when the electrolyte solution
temperature exceeds 40°C.
The effect of solution temperature on the redox behaviour of
polyaniline synthesised in the presence of sulphuric acid (PAn-H2S04)
was then considered using C V analysis. As the results show (Figure
6.4) PAn/S04 2 _ is more thermally stable than PAn/Cl when exposed to
elevated temperature in aqeous acid solution.
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Figure 6.4 CV of PAn-H2S04 prepared with constant potential of
0.80V versus Ag/AgCI at 20°C. Pt disk was used as working electrode.
Charge deposited was lOOmC.
Cyclic voltammogram ( C V ) obtained for PAn/S04 showed the same
redox peaks observed for PAn/Cl. In contrast to PAn-HCl, PAn/S04
was still quite electroactive at 50°C. The decrease in redox peak
currents m a y be due to the partial hydrolysis of polymer.

As our results show, the electroactivity of PAn is affected by soluti
temperature in aqueous acid media. The changes in electroactivity were
found to be dependent on the type of dopant acid used during synthesis.
It was found that changes in electroactivity of the heat treated polymers
in solution were irreversible.
6.3.2.2

Effect

of

dry

state

thermal

treatment

on

electroactivity of polyaniline
Both electrochemically prepared and chemically prepared polyaniline
were considered. PAn/Cl electrodeposited potentiostatically (as
described in sec. 6.2.3.1) on glassy carbon electrodes was treated at
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different temperatures in N 2 or air. The C V s were recorded before and
after thermal treatment, in a solution of 1 M HCI.
The CV of polyanilines prepared electrochemically before and after
treatment at elevated temperatures have shown that the electroactivity
of the polymer is influenced by exposure to temperatures as low as
750C (Figures 6.5).

Figure 6.5 Cyclic voltammograms
of PAn before and after thermal
treatment. Polymer samples were prepared as described in
experimental section. CV data were recorded using a solution of 1 M
HCI as supporting electrolyte. Scan rate- 20 mV/sec.
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Figure 6.5 Cotinued. Cyclic voltammograms
after thermal treatment.
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of PAn before and

It was found that the dry state thermal treatment of P A n decreased the
electroactivity of the polymer. However, the polymer maintained the
same electroactivity even after exposure to temperatures of 300°C
under nitrogen atmophere. The decay in electroactivity is assumed to be
mainly due to structural changes rather than thermal decomposition of
the polymer (see the T G A results in section 6.3.6).
The thermal effect on electroactivity of P A n in air atmosphere was
considered. It was found that degradation of the electroactivity of
polyaniline is accelerated at elevated temperatures in air or the
presence of oxygen (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6 Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of PAn/Cl before and after
thermal treatment at different temperatures in air. Polymers were
prepared as described in section 6.2.3.1. Other conditions were as in
Figure 6.7.

The results show that the electroactivity of electrochemically prepared
polyaniline was not stable at T > 150°C in air. T h e electroactivity of
P A n conducting polymers is more thermally stable in nitrogen than air.
The C V data obtained after thermal treatment (under a nitrogen
atmosphere up to 300°C) of electrochemically prepared polyaniline
(Figure 6.5) show some decrease in peak currents were observed after
exposure to temperatures > 70°C. Significant loss in electroactivity was
observed after treatment at 3 0 0 ° C in nitrogen. B y contrast, the
exposure to an oxygenated environment at elevated temperatures at
200°C resulted in a total loss in electroactivity.
It may be concluded that the rate of decay of electroactivity was much
faster w h e n samples were heated in air at T>150°C. This is probably
due to chemical reaction of 0 2 with the highly conjugated P A n system.
It should be noted that the samples exposed to 300°C, under nitrogen,
still had some electroactivity, although the currents recorded were
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much less than for the original sample. This was not observed when
the polymer was exposed to this temperature in an air atmosphere.

The effect of thermal treatment on the electroactivity of PAn prepare
chemically was then considered. Chemically synthesised polyaniline
was cast on glassy carbon electrodes from a solution of emeraldine base
in N M P . The solvent was evaporated by heating the electrode at 5060°C for one hour. The C V of the polymer after casting was recorded
at room temperature in a solution of 1 M H C I as supporting electrolyte
before and after thermal treatment at different temperatures.
The CV obtained from the chemically synthesised PAn as cast exhibited
the same well defined redox peaks observed with electrochemically
synthesised PAn. However, it was found that the stability of these
responses for polyaniline prepared in this manner was lower than
electrochemically prepared P A n . A major irreversible loss in
electroactivity was observed at T > 200°C in air and T > 300°C in
nitrogen as depicted in Figures 6.7 and 6.8-
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Figure 6.7 Cyclic voltammograms
(CV) of PAn/Cl prepared
chemically before and after thermal treatment at different
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temperatures. Polymers were prepared as described in section 6.2.3.2,
then were cast on glassy carbon electrodes. CV data were recorded
using a solution of 1M HCI as supporting electrolyte. Scan rate=
20mV/s.

6
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After 150"C(Air)
After 200°C(Air)
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Figure 6.8 Cyclic voltammograms
(CV) of PAn/Cl prepared
chemically before and after thermal treatment in air. Preparation, CV
analysis and thermal treatment were carried out as described for Figure
6.7.
The electroactivity of chemically prepared P A n has poor stability in air
at elevated temperatures. S o m e changes in polymer structure such as
crosslinking! 1 1 4 ) or chlorination!1^) of aromatic rings at high
temperature are likely reasons for the loss of electroactivity after
thermal treatment under nitrogen at temperatures below the
decomposition temperature. In air, however, the chemical reaction of
oxygen with the polymer seems to be responsible for the electroactivity
decay.
Neoh et al.(H« have reported that when PAn/Cl is heated in air at
150OC, the total Cl content changes little but it is transformed to a
deprotonated structure accompanied by Cl substitution at the aromatic
ring. The T G data obtained in air or N 2 is consistent with the theory
that the formation of covalent chlorine makes it more stable to heat
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above 2 5 0 ° C than the mainly ionically bonded chlorine present in the
protonated structure. T h e rapid weight loss observed in air for
temperatures greater than 3 5 0 ° C is due to formation of volatile
products resulting from the oxidation of the polymer.
Both electrochemically and chemically prepared polyaniline show
similar responses to temperature exposure in that electroactivity is
retained more substantially in a heated inert atmosphere compared to
an oxygenated one. The electrochemically prepared polymer appears
to be slightly superior in its stability in a nitrogen atmosphere.
Whether this is due to a difference in molecular weight, degree of
crystallinity or morphology is unclear. Results from T G A

m a y shed

some additional light on this (see later).
6.3.3

Effect

of

thermal

treatment

on

dry

state

conductivity of polyaniline
(i) Polyaniline prepared electrochemically
For conductivity measurements the electrochemically synthesised P A n
powder was prepared as a pellet since it is not possible to prepare
polyaniline as free standing film via an electrochemical method. T h e
effect of thermal treatment on the dry state conductivity of
electrochemically prepared polyaniline was then investigated using the
four-point technique!201) and the results are summarised in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1

Effect of thermal treatment on conductivity of

polyaniline prepared electrochemically*.

T(oQ

As grown 100

a (S/cm) 0.6

0.8

200

300

0.05

0.04

|

^Thermal treatment was carried out under N2 atmosphere for lhr.
Polymer was synthesised with constant potential (0.80 V versus
Ag/AgCI). All conductivities were measured after thermal treatment,
and then doping with 1M HCI for 4hr. The sample dimensions were
3mm diameter and 100 to 150 fj.m thickness.
As the results in Table 6.1 show, electrochemically polymerised P A n
powder is not a very conductive material. The conductivity of polymer
is improved by thermal treatment up to 100°C but treatment at higher
temperatures resulted in degradation of the conductivity.
(ii) Polyaniline prepared chemically and cast as free standing
films
Using chemically preparedfilmshaving adequate mechanical strength,
it was found that the dry state conductivity decreased after even mild
heat treatment (Table 6.2). Thermal treatment was carried out for 1 hr
at each temperature in nitrogen. It was found that the loss in
conductivity observed after thermal treatment up to 100°C could be
fully recovered after soaking in acid As reported previously!120) this
is most likely due to simple dehydration of the polymer! 114 ) and
evaporation of free dopant, HCI.
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Table 6.2 Effect of thermal treatment on dry state electrical
conductivity of polyaniline membranes prepared chemically

T(°C)

100

150

200

300

350

crT/o-od)

0.1

0.01

ii

ii

ii

o T /oO(HCl)(2)

1

0.8

0.2

0.16

ii

Note: The dimensions of samples prepared 5mm(width) x 60mm(length)

x30±2

\im( thickness). The room temperature dry state conductivity of the polymer films in
thei doped state (G°)was 22-28 S/cm. The other data obtained are the average of
three tests for each temperature.
(ii) The conductivity was too low to be measured by the 4-point probe method.
(1) (jT/o° is the ratio of the conductivity of polymer after thermal treatment at
temperature Tto the conductivity of untreatedpolymer(cP).
(2) <jT/o°(HCl) is the ratio of conductivity after soaking thermally treated polymers in
solution oflM

HCI for 24 hr at room temperature.

After treatment at 1 5 0 ° C the conductivity could b e recovered as m u c h
as 8 0 % b y exposing to the acid media. H o w e v e r , thermal treatment at
higher temperatures than 1 5 0 ° C caused m o r e irreversible loss in dry
state conductivity. This m a y b e d u e to the m o r e irreversible conversion
of ionic chlorine to covalent chlorine at temperatures greater than
100°C( 1 1 6 ).
T h e d e c a y in conductivity of polyaniline m e m b r a n e s after thermal
treatment at temperatures a b o v e 1 5 0 ° C c a n b e d u e to irreversible
structural changes or chemical interactions b e t w e e n dopant or solvent
with the p o l y m e r ! 1 ^ ) . It has also been reported! 1 1 4 ) that crosslinking
reactions and morphological changes m a y b e responsible for decrease
in the re-protonation after the thermal ageing.
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The conductivity changes observed with exposure to temperatures up
to 150° in air were very close to the data obtained in nitrogen.
However, at temperatures greater thanl50° the conductivity decay
after treatment in air was more irreversible than after treatment in
nitrogen. The thermal stability of conductive PAn/Cl was also
found!115) to be dependent on the sample form (e.g. powder or disk) as
well as on the environment.

Spectroscopic studies revealed that the doping procees of an HCl-dope
film could be thermally reversed at 180°C under N 2 without any
indication of major change in the structure of the polymer
backbone! 1 6 8 ). Other workers! 169 ) have reported that thermal
treatment at up to 150°C is favourable to the crystallisation of both
doped and undoped P A n . Heating at more extreme temperatures
crystallinity decreases and the polymer becomes more amorphous.
These previous observations are in good agreement with the data
reported above.
6.3.4

Effect

of

thermal

treatment

on

mechanical

properties of P A n m e m b r a n e s prepared chemically
The effect of thermal treatment on the tensile strength of the polymer
samples was then investigated (Table 6.3). These tests were carried out
using the chemically prepared polymer as the electrochemical
preparation produced very fragile samples (indicative of different
morphology).(Table 6.3).
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Effect of thermal treatment on tensile strength (TS) of

PAn/HCl

T(<>C)
TS(MPa)

As prepared
60

100

200

300

65

70

90

(i) Samples for mechanical tests had dimensions 5mm x 30mm
x50pm
and the experimental conditions and the calculations were as described
in chapter 2.
(ii) Thermal treatment was carried out under nitrogen for lhr. and TS
stands for Tensile Strength.
The results, showing an increase in tensile strength after heating,
confirm that cross linking reactions occur in the course of thermal
treatment. Mechanical tests on polymer samples treated at 300OC also
indicate that the polymer structure is stable and does not decompose up
to 300°C. After heating to temperatures greater than 300°C became
very rigid, brittle and fragile. N M P and water have a plastisizing
effect on the polymer. U p o n heating to 200°C evaporation of moisture
and solvent occurs. Since N M P or water function as plasticisers!143) the
flexibility decreases considerably. The dopant might also function as a
plasticisers, so removal of this would also decrease the flexibility of the
films.
It has also been reported! 143 ) that partial crystallisation and
crosslinking of the polymer chains after thermal treatment at higher
temperature increases the tensile strength of the polymer films.
It w a s also noticed that after thermal treatment at 200<>C, P A n
membranes lost their electrochromic properties and the colour change
normally observed with acid-base treatment w a s diminished
considerably. In spite of the considerable decay in conductivity after
thermal treatment at 300°C (80-90%), the tensile strength of polymer
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remarkably

high. Previous

work

by

Koboyashi

and

coworkers!171) has shown that exposure to elevated temperatures (up
to about 150-200°C) can have an annealing effect on chemically
prepared polyaniline. In an inert atmosphere the regularity of the
polymer chains can be increased without any structural changes in the
polymer backbone such as ring opening. This is thought to lead to a
phase change to a closer packed ordered system. However, in an
oxygenated atmosphere a range of reactions are possible including
introduction of substitutions along the polymer chains and subsequent
loss of conjugation and conductivity. This is consistent with the present
results as these changes induced by mild heat treatment should be
accompanied by increases in conductivity and mechanical strength.
6.3.5

Thermal

Gravimetric

Analysis

(TGA)

of

Polyanilines
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis was carried out on both chemically and
electrochemically prepared polyaniline samples. The electrochemically
prepared polymer samples used for T G A were in acid-doped form.
The T G A on P A n samples synthesised chemically was carried out on
both acid doped and undoped form. In this section w e have also
investigated the effect of the dopant acid on thermal stability of the
polyaniline.
6.3.5.1 Polyaniline Prepared electrochemically
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis ( T G A ) experiments were carried out on
polyaniline synthesised electrochemically by either constant potential,
(CP) or potentiodynamic (CV) methods. The thermogram obtained for
P A n prepared by C P is shown in Figure 6.9.
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T(°C)
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Figure 6.9 Thermal gravimetry analysis (TGA) of: (a) PAn
prepared potentiostatically at 0.8 V (b) PAn prepared by CV method
as explained in experimental section Weight of sample-lOmg, The rate
of temperature increase=10°C, Niflow rate- 80ml. min'1.
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For both C P and C V produced films, three separate stages (A-B-C) of
weight loss were observed under N 2 as shown in Figure 6.9. The first
may be attributed to loss of moisture free H C I and unreacted monomer.
The second m a y be attributed to loss of dopants from deeper sites in the
material. The third weight loss is due to degradation of the polymer
backbone. A three step decomposition process for the protonated
conducting form has also been proposed by previous workers! 114 ).
They suggest that the initial stages of weight loss are due to the
volatilisation of water molecules, then at higher temperatures the
protonic acid component of the polymer is lost and finally at more
extreme temperatures the degradation of the polymer can lead to
production of gases such as acetylene and ammonia.
The thermogram obtained from the polymer prepared using the CV
method of growth (Figure 6.10) was similar to that grown
potentiostatically with three stages of weight loss, however, the
temperature required for degradation were slightly higher for samples
prepared using the C V method. Similar behaviours were also observed
for the electrochemically reduced form of P A n prepared using both C P
and C V methods.
It is k n o w n that during potentiostatic (CP) deposition of polyaniline the
accumulation of unreacted oxidised species promotes hydrolysis,
reduces film conductivity and impedes the formation of thicker films
(135), Morphological inspection and electroactivity measurements of
the deposited surfaces indicate that films deposited using the C V
method are superior to potentiostatic ones!135). The lower thermal
stability for the C P deposits m a y be attributed to the lower amount of
impurities present in the film compared to C V produced surfaces!135).

4
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The T G A results obtained from P A n show that the method of synthesis
is important in determining the thermal stability of the polymer but the
oxidation state of the polymer is not very important.
6.3.5.2 Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of Polyanilines
prepared chemically
Polyagriniline form : Polyaniline powder (as prepared chemically)
showed poor thermal stability as seen in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10 TGA of PAn/Cl powder synthesised chemically (as
synthesised). The TGA experiment was carried out using conditions
given in Figure 6.9.

A continuous weight loss was observed above room temperature
although this m a y be broken down into three steps. U p to a temperature
of 150°C, 1 8 % of the polymer weight was lost. This m a y be attributed
to evaporation of moisture, unreacted monomer, free H C I and probably
some low molecular weight polymer segments formed during chemical
polymerisation. It has been reported!114) that at 100°C only a small
amount of H C I is liberated. The major component of the volatUes seems
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to be water molecules. The major weight loss of chemically synthesised
PAn/HCl at around 200OC in the T G A curves was attributed to H C I
loss. The major mass loss was observed at 380°C. The total weight loss
up to 500°C was 5 5 % which includes some weight loss due to polymer
backbone degradation.
The weight loss characteristics for an acid doped polyaniline membrane
cast from N M P were then considered. The T G A (Figure 6.11)
obtained for cast film of Pan shows the same characteristic three stage
curve observed for electrochemically prepared PAn.
The polymer (as cast film) was stable up to 320OC Before this the
major weight loss was due to evaporation of HCI, moisture and N M P
(Bp 2 0 2 O Q .
0.0

20
C

^40

60

T (°C)
Figure 6.11 TGA on PAn prepared chemically after casting as free
standing film from NMP solvent (as described in the experimental
procedure). The TGA experiment was carried out using the same
conditions given in Figure 6.9.
The thermal stability of the cast film was lower than the emeraldine
base powder (will be shown later) because of the presence of dopant
and solvent ( N M P ) . The polymer was stable up to 320°C and after
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320°C it started to degrade. Before 320OC the weight loss is mainly
due to evaporating HCI, H 2 O and N M P . W e i et al.(143)have also
reported that weight loss of polyaniline castfilmsin N M P at 50-100OC
is attributed to moisture. The weight loss at -110- 270<>C can be
assigned to the evaporation of the N M P solvent, and the loss at ~ 400°C
has been attributed to polymer film breakdown.
After treatment of the polymer powder with N H 4 O H solution the
polymer changed to the emeraldine base salt (EB the structure has been
shown in chapter 1), and the thermal stability of the polymer increased
considerably (Figure 6.12).

zrt
Figure 6.12 TGA

T(°C)

on emeraldine base (EB) powder. The

TGA

experiment was carried out at using the same conditions given in
Figure 6.9.
Emeralidine base (EB) powder synthesised chemically was found to be
the most thermally stable form of polyaniline. After the initial weight
loss (5%) observed at 100°C minimal mass loss was observed until the
temperature was 400°C. The major weight loss was observed at 420°C.
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The total weight loss at T = 5 0 0 ° C was 2 9 % . The lower mass loss
compared to the doped form of polyaniline is partially due to the
absence of dopant or acid after base treatment. The lower content of
moisture compared to the acid doped samples m a y be attributed to the
more hydrophobic nature of the deprotonated form of polyaniline
(EB).
It was found that EB/C1 was more thermally stable than as synthesised
polyaniline (PAn/Cl). The rate and the amount of mass loss versus
temperature was also slower than when the T G A was carried out on as
synthesised acid doped polymer (see Figure 6.13), which can also be
due to mixed structures of P A n during chemical oxidation.

CO

co

.3
£
£

250c

T(OC)

Figure 6.13 TGA on EB-HCl. The TGA experiment was carried out
at using the same conditions given in Figure 6.9.
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The emeraldine base salt (EB) powder was also doped with sulphuric
acid (H2S04) and p-toluenesulfonic acid (HPTS). Then the thermal
stability of the acid doped emeraldine base was measured using the
T G A technique. In this experiment, the E B powder was soaked in a
solution of the appropriate acid (concentration^ M ) for 24 hr and then
dried at room temperature (for 72 hr) before T G A . All T G A
experiments were carried out under the same conditions used
previously in nitrogen.
The thermogram obtained for emeraldine base powder doped with
sulphuric acid (PA11/SO42") is shown in Figure 6.14.

T(°C)

Figure 6.14 TGA on PAn/S04 powder. The TGA experiment was
carried out at using the same conditions given in Figure 6.9.
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The initial weight loss observed in T G A (Figure 6.14) from 50 to
100°C can be attributed to loss of moisture, and free acids. The higher
moisture content of this polymer compared to PAn/Cl or PAn/PTS
(Figures 6.13 and 6.15) m a y be due to the hygroscopic properties of
the dopant acid (H2SO4). The largest mass loss occured at temperatures
between 200 and 320°C. This is most probably due to the evaporation
of acid bound to the polymer chain as protonating dopant.
PAn/PTS (Figure 6.15) showed higher thermal stability than samples
doped with inorganic acids. The major weight loss occured at
temperatures between 250°C and 320°C.
rS

OOo„

2S°C
T(°C)

Figure 6.15 TGA for PAn/HPTS

powder. The TGA experiment was

carried out at using the same conditions given in Figure 6.9.
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The initial weight loss observed (Figure 6.15) at 110<>C m a y be
attributed to solvent evaporation (water). T h e second weight loss
observed at 250<>C is probably due to the evaporation of the dopant.
The polymer backbone seems to be thermally stable up to 500°C.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

From investigations in the effect of thermal treatment on the properti
of polyaniline using cyclic voltammetry (CV), conductivity and T G A
methods, the following conclusions may be drawn.

• The electroactivity of polyaniline is affected by synthesis temperat
It decreases with raising the synthesis temperature from room
temperature.

• The electroactivity of polyaniline is also not very stable at elevat
temperatures in acid solution. The polymer showed poor electroactivity
stability at T > 5 0 ° C in solution. However it depends on the dopant acid
and method of deposition or synthesis.
• It has been shown that the electroactivity of polyaniline starts to
decrease after 7 0 ° C but then shows little further deterioration until
150°C. This seems to be almost independent of the drying atmosphere,
although the inert one is slightly better than air. The electroactivity of
polyanilines doped with H C I prepared chemically or electrochemically
both in reduced and oxidized and fully oxidized forms are unstable at
T > 1 5 0 ° C in air but keep their electroactivity up to 300°C under
nitrogen.
• The electrical conductivity of polyaniline decayed with thermal
treatment, but the loss in conductivity is reversible up to 100°C in both
air or nitrogen and after 150°C becomes more irreversible.
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• Thermal stability (electroactivitx and electrical conductivity) of
polyaniline CEP's were considerably higher in N 2 atmosphere than air.
Electroactivity changes by thermal treatment are mainly due to
morphological changes of polymer that occurs even after mild heating.
S o m e changes in polymer structure such as crosslinking chlorination of
benzene rings at high temperature(T>150°C) caused by dopant (HCI).
• TGA profiles confirmed that the polymer material was stable to at
least 300°C. Differences were observed between polyanilines grown by
a sweep potential (CV) method than those grown by constant potential
(CP) method. Weight losses were greater and more rapid with the
latter. This m a y be due to a lower amount of impurities in the polymer
from the C V method. There was little difference between the stability
of the reduced and oxidised states of polyaniline.
• Thermal stability of electrochemically reduced form of P A n
measured by T G A was very similar to the oxidised form of polymer,
but showed lower stability than oxidised form, when T G A were carried
out in air.
• It was found that the doped polymers are significantly less thermally
stable than the chemically undoped polyaniline (EB). Emeraldine base
(EB) form of polyaniline was found to be the most thermally stable
form of polyaniline.
• The thermal stability of the polyaniline is dependent on the type of the
dopant acid. T G A

data under nitrogen m a y also help us for

determining the percent of doping with acids if the chemical reactions
of the acid with polymer such as chlorination of benzene rings in the
case of JiCl dopant, is eliminated. The undoped polyaniline samples
show lower weight losses before the thermal breakdown of the polymer
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backbone. There is some indication that TG curves might be developed
to characterise doping level

General conclusion
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

7.1 General comments
Conducting polymers have more limited stability (environmental,
thermal, chemical) than conventional inert polymers due to the
presence of dopant and their dynamic and electroactive nature.

In all cases it was found that the nature of the anion incorporated wit
polymer as counterion has the most important role in determining the
thermal stability of produced polymer. The presence of the anions as
dopants in the polymer matrix, has made the thermal stability of these
polymers more complicated than conventional polymers.
Thermal treatment at elevated temperatures affects the electrical
conductivity and electroactivity depending on the nature of the
counterion incorporated during synthesis. The changes are mostly an
irreversible process.
This work has shown that exposure to elevated temperatures does not
necessarily degrade the electroactive nature of the polymers. It does,
however, vary the nature of this electroactivity.
In order to carry out thermal studies on conductivity and measure the
thermal stability of the PPy film, a variety of anions were tried. It was
found that polypyrrole doped with aromatic sulfonates (mainly
Benzene or naphthalene sulfonates) as counterions produce flexible,
and smooth films that can be readily detached from working electrode
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as m e m b r a n e with good mechanical properties. Other counterions such
as inorganics (e.g. Cl", SO4 2 -), aliphatic surfactants (e.g. D S ) , and
polymeric (PVS) produced films that were either impossible to remove
from working electrode or gave brittle, and rough films.
The easily oxidizeable organic or inorganic counterions were found to
be unsuitable for preparation of PPy as free standing films. In
addition, the electrolyte should not have corrosive effect on the
working electrode. Electropolymerization of polypyrrole C E P s is also
limited to using high nucleophilic anions or substituents such as -NH2.
Preparation conditions were found that are very important so that a
small change in preparation conditions m a y lead to a big change in
properties or thermal stability of resulted polymer.
7.2 T h e r m a l treatment of polypyrrole
Thermal treatment of polypyrrole films or membranes affects the
physical properties of the polymers such as electrical conductivity,
mechanical properties such as flexibility, hydrophobicity. With thermal
treatment of polypyrrole conducting polymers in inert atmosphere, the
electrical conductivity can be improved. The increase in conductivity
m a y be related to annealing effects which improves the local ordering
within the film and also the removal of non-polymeric impurities
trapped into the polymer matrix during growth. However, the amount
of conductivity change is greatly dependent on the nature of the dopant
anion incorporated during growth.
A n y chemical and electrochemical interaction between dopant and
polymer will result in poor conductivity stability at elevated
temperatures. A n y structural changes such as cross linking or chemical
interactions between counterion and polymer that leads to blocking
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charge carriers paths or shorten conjugated system will result to a
decrease in electrical conductivity.
It w a s found that the electroactivity and electrical conductivity of
polypyrrole CEP's suffers from their poor thermal stability in oxidative
atmospheres (e.g. air). Also more porous polymers such as PPy/DS, lose
their conductivity and mechanical properties faster than dense structure
polymers. This can be due to the readly diffusion and accommodation of
02- The most important factor in decay of conductivity or electroactivity
in air atmosphere is attributed to the chemical reaction of 0 2 with double
bonds in conjugated system. The rate of thermal degradation of
conductivity is also very m u c h dependent on temperature, atmosphere and
duration of heating. T h e environment of the thermal treatment of the
polymer has a decisive effect on thermal stability. The conductivity decay
of PPy polymer occurs m u c h quicker in oxidative atmospheres, such as
air, as compared to inert atmospheres like nitrogen.

Using cyclic voltammetry and EQCM techniques, it was found that the
electrochemical behaviour and ion exchange properties of polypyrrole
films can be altered by solution temperature. T h e C V analyses have
shown that the electroactivity stability of P P y at elevated solution
temperatures is greatly determined by the type of dopant counterion
employed during synthesis. For example, using C V analysis, it was
indicated that higher electroactivity stability in elevated temperature in
aqueous media was observed for PPy/DS or P P y / P V S than PPy/Cl,
PPy/Fe(CN)6 or even PPy/DBS.
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7.3 Transport properties of P P y m e m b r a n e s
Free standing films of electroactive polypyrrole with high
conductivity, mechanical properties were synthesised using benzene or
naphthalene sulfonates as counterion. There PPy films were sucessfully
used for electrochemically controlled ion transport at elevated solution
temperatures. In this consideration, PPy membranes doped with
benzenesulfonates (e.g. PTS, H B S ) and aromatic surfactants (e.g. D B S )
counterions showed better mechanical stability when exposed to
elevated temperatures than PPy membranes doped with N D S or P V S
counterions.
It was found that the size or the mobility of counterion play very
important role in electrochemically controlled transport of ions across
the P P y membranes. T h e mobility of counterion as well as
incorporation/expulsion of cations of electrolyte species seems to be
necessary in order to occuring transport of ions through the PPy
membranes. However, the electroactivity, electrical conductivity of
polymer are also important.
Polypyrrole conducting polymers doped with mobile counterions
showed littel transport properties at lower temperature and polymers
with immobile counterions behaved oppositly. This is most likely due
to the increase in mobility of bulky counterions in P P y with increasing
solution temperature. Hence, some anion movement is induced.The
effect of solution temperature in the case of immobile counterions is
different from mobile dopants. Here it seems that the mobility of bulky
counterions is increased by increasing solution temperature ,then this
mobility of counterion will cause some cation transport.
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It was found that, thermal treatment of polypyrrole membranes under
inert conditions, enhances the polymer conductivity and electroactivity.
However, it decreases polymer transport properties or ion diffusions
and permeability. Thermal treatment seems to m a k e the polymer films
more rigid and less flexible consequently the anion movement process
will be decreased and this probably decreases the permeability.

It was found that the counterion used during preparation of
polypyrrole m e m b r a n e have a determining effect on transport
properties of the resulted polymers. Polypyrroles doped with mobile
counterions showed different transport properties of ions at different
operating temperatures from polymer doped with immobile dopants.

Polypyrrole membranes doped with large or very poor mobility
counterions like D B S " have very poor ion transport properties across
the polymer. Mobility of counterion in order to take part to ion
exchange is the prime necessity of application of a polypyrrole
membrane in transport of ions with controlled potential.

Increasing solution temperature during transport did not increase the
K+

flux through polypyrrole membranes doped with mobile

counterion e.g. PTS". However, the increase in electrolyte temperature
improved the flux slightly w h e n P P y membranes doped with an
immobile counterion (e.g. DBS") are used.

EQCM studies on PPy/DBS, PPy/PTS films have indicated contrasting
ion movement behaviour. In P P y / D B S film during reduction/oxidation
processes only cations from electrolyte are m o v e d into and out of the
polymer matrix but in PPy/PTS film both cations and anions of the
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are

incorporated/expelled

during

reduction/oxidation processes of polymer. The same behaviour was
also observed for PPy/HBS, P P y / N D S films.

It was indicated that the ion exchange or mass transport properties of
PPy films can be changed with solution temperatures.
Finally it was found in this study that porosity in polymer membrane
m a y facilitate ion movements in and out of the polymer, but is not a
dominat factor for determining the flux or transport properties of PPy
membranes.

7.4 Thermal treatment of polyaniline
The studies of thermal treatment of PAn films have revealed many
interesting aspects.
The electroactivity of PAn was not stable at T>50°C in acid solution.
This might be due to the easier of hydrolysis reaction of polyaniline in
acidic aqueous media at high solution temperature
With dry state thermal treatment of PAn it was found that the
electroactivity of polyaniline starts to decrease slowly even after mild
heat treatment, then becomes constanttill150°C was almost the same
in air or N 2 - Thermal stability (electroactivity and electrical
conductivity) of polyaniline CEP's were considerably higher in N 2
atmosphere than air. The electroactivity degradation was accelerated
after 150°C especially in air.
Electroactivity changes by thermal treatment are mainly due to
morphological changes of polymer that occurs even after mild heating
S o m e changes in polymer structure such as crosslinking seem to be the
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reason of electroactivity loss before decomposition of temperature.
However, chlorination of benzene rings at high temperature caused by
dopant (HCI) has been previously reported!176'178).
It has been shown that the electroactivity of polyaniline starts to
decrease after 7 0 ° C but then shows little further deterioration until
150°C. This seems to be almost independent of the drying atmosphere,
although the inert one is slightly better than air.
The electroactivity of Polyanilines doped with HCI prepared chemically
or electrochemically both in reduced and oxidized and fully oxidized
forms are unstable at T > 1 5 0 ° C in air but keep their electroactivity up
to 300°C under nitrogen. Electrical conductivity of the polyaniline is
decayed with thermal treatment, but the loss in conductivity is
reversible up to 1 0 0 ° C in both air or nitrogen and after 150°C
becomes more irreversible.
T G A profiles confirmed that the polymer material was stable to at least
300°C. Differences were observed between polyanilines grown by a
sweep potential ( C V ) method than those grown by constant potential
(CP) method. Weight losses were greater and more rapid with the
latter. This m a y be due to a lower amount of impurities in the polymer
from the C V method.
There was little difference between the stability of the reduced and
oxidised states of polyaniline. Thermal stability of electrochemically
reduced form of P A n measured by T G A was very similar to the
oxidised form of polymer.

General conclusion
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The T G A results showed that chemically undoped polyaniline (base
treated) was more thermally stable than acid doped samples. This was
observed in both polyaniline powder and membranes.

7.5 Further work

In this investigation, it was shown that polypyrrole conducting
polymers still suffer from relatively poor thermal stability especially in
oxidative atmospheres such as air.

For successful industrial application of these new materials in future
their environmental and thermal stability are the key parameters that
must be considered first.

The future applications of conducting polymers as technological
materials, will certainly d e m a n d high thermal stability of their
conductivity, electroactivity and mechanical properties. It will be
useful for researchers n o w to attempt at the synthesis of conducting
polymers with improved thermal stability. This m a y be achieved via
modification of the structure of m o n o m e r units, the counterions or
controlling the polymerisation conditions.
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